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ADVISORY PLANNING COMMISSION 

Tuesday, October 15 2019 at 6:30 p.m. 
Council Chambers 

MINUTES 

VOTING MEMBERS PRESENT: 
Rebecca Bateman  - Community Member
Steven Beasley - Community Member
Ken Bourdeau - Vice-Chair/Community Member
Darlene Carty - Community Member
Margaret Fairweather - Community Member
Andrew Feltham  - Community Member
Christopher Lumsden - Community Member
Melinda Michael  - Community Member

REGRETS: 
Christa MacArthur - Chair/Community Member

GUESTS: 
Fabian Leitner - Wesgroup

STAFF: 
Mike Watson  - Planner
Heather Corbett - Committee Clerk

The meeting was called to order at 6:30 p.m. 

1.0 ADDITIONS TO AGENDA 

There were no additions. 

2.0 ADOPTION OF MINUTES 

MOVED and SECONDED 
THAT the minutes of the August 20, 2019 Advisory Planning Commission meeting 
be adopted. 

CARRIED. 
All members of the Commission present voted in favour of the motion. 

.I. Corporation of the City of 

- NEW WESTMINSTER 
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3.0  INFORMATION PRESENTATIONS 

There were no items. 

4.0  REZONING 

4.1 Brewery District Zoning Bylaw Text Amendment for 230 Keary Street, 268 
Nelson’s Court and 228 Nelson’s Crescent    REZ00190 

Mike Watson, Planner, summarized the staff report dated October 15, 2019, 
regarding the application for a zoning bylaw text amendment for Buildings 5, 7 
and 8 within the Brewery District. 

Mr. Watson reviewed the location, site context, housing types and policy context 
of the application, noting the following details: 

• The proposed commercial floor space in this application would meet the
City’s objectives of developing an enhanced health care cluster around the
Royal Columbian Hospital;

• There is no proposed change in overall density on the site; and,
• The required consultation requirements have been met.

In response to questions from the Commission, Mr. Watson and Fabian Leitner, 
Wesgroup, provided the following information: 

• The proposed changes would have a low impact on parking and traffic in
the area as residential housing is generally considered to have lower traffic
demand than commercial;

• The applicant would be required to provide an updated parking review for
the site in time for the Development Permit application;

• The number of rental units and housing mix is currently an estimate and
would depend on the demand for unit sizes;

• This application would only come to APC for the rezoning aspect;
however, staff can pass along the APC’s desire to review the Development
Permit;

• The whole of Building 5 is proposed to be rental, and all residents of
Buildings 4, 5, 6 and 7 would have equal opportunity to the amenities for
the development;

• The amenity space has already been built and includes a gym, meeting
rooms, racquetball courts, and kitchen;

• There is no differentiation between resident type proposed for the
buildings, although Building 7 would have a separated lobby between
residential and commercial;
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• The proposal does not include low-income housing;
• The parks located nearby to the development include Sapperton Park,

Sapperton Landing and Hume Park, as well as open space and plaza space
on the site;

• The open space onsite includes a park, play structure, view corridor and
centre courtyard which fronts on the river, as well as existing and planned
above-grade greenspaces;

• A transit plaza is planned to connect Skytrain access through to East
Columbia Street;

• No improvements are planned for Brunette Avenue as it is not meant to be
a pedestrian-oriented street;

• The flight path of the helicopter accessing the hospital has been changed
and now has a reduced impact on the buildings in the Brewery District;

• As noise is a major issue on the site due to the hospital helicopter, Skytrain,
and trains, Wesgroup regularly conducts acoustic analysis and has
implemented a variety of noise reduction measures for the site, such as
insulation, double and triple-pane windows, and innovative heating and
cooling systems; and,

• The streetscape of Keary Street and access to the Skytrain station is still
under consideration.

The Chair called three times for speakers from the public and none came forward. 

The Commission made the following comments in regards to the proposed 
application: 

• Support was expressed for the proposed development and increase in rental
housing stock nearby to transit;

• The proposal would deliver higher density around transit hubs, and
therefore aligns with the City’s and Metro 2040 objectives;

• Improved connections to large greenspaces, i.e. Sapperton Landing, would
be beneficial;

• Family friendly housing elements and flexibility of affordability would be
beneficial considerations for the development; and,

• There would be interest in the APC reviewing the Development Permit
application for the buildings still to be developed.
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MOVED and SECONDED 
THAT the Advisory Planning Commission recommend that Council support the 
proposed rezoning application (text amendment) for the Brewery District (230 
Keary Street, 268 Nelson’s Court, and 228 Nelson’s Crescent) as outlined in the 
staff report dated October 15, 2019. 

CARRIED. 
All members of the Commission present voted in favour of the motion. 

5.0  NEW BUSINESS 

There were no items. 

6.0  REPORTS AND INFORMATION 

There were no items. 

7.0  CORRESPONDENCE 

7.1 Correspondence re Brewery District Zoning Bylaw Text Amendment for 230 
Keary Street, 268 Nelson’s Court and 228 Nelson’s Crescent  

MOVED and SECONDED 
THAT the Advisory Planning Commission receive the on-table communication 
regarding Brewery District Zoning Bylaw Text Amendment for 230 Keary Street, 
268 Nelson’s Court and 228 Nelson’s Crescent. 

CARRIED. 
All members of the Commission present voted in favour of the motion 

8.0  NEXT MEETING 

November 19, 2019 in Council Chamber, City Hall 

9.0 ADJOURNMENT 

ON MOTION, the meeting adjourned at 7:09 p.m. 

Certified Correct, 

Ken Bourdeau Heather Corbett 
Vice-Chair  Committee Clerk 
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City of New Westminster 

R E P O R T 
DEVELOPMENT SERVICES DEPARTMENT 

To: Advisory Planning Commission Date: November 19, 2019 

From: Cameron Barker, Planning Assistant 
Mike Watson, Senior Planner  

File: REZ00186 

Subject: 719 Colborne Street - Rezoning and Minor Development Permit 
Applications for a Secondary Suite and Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit 
in the RT-2D Zone 

RECOMMENDATION 

THAT the Advisory Planning Commission provide comments on the land use 
aspects of the proposed Rezoning and Minor Development Permit Applications for 
719 Colborne Street as outlined in this report and consider a motion of support or 
non-support for the application.  

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

A Rezoning and Minor Development Permit applications have been received to facilitate 
the installation of a secondary suite within the existing principal building as well as a 
detached accessory dwelling unit in an existing detached structure in the RT-2D zone. 
The application was reviewed by the Land Use and Planning Committee (LUPC) on 
August 26, 2019 (see Appendix 5).  

1.0     PURPOSE 

The purpose of this report is to provide information to the Advisory Planning 
Commission with preliminary information on the proposed development and to seek APC 
support in the application review process outlined in this report. 
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2.0     PROPOSAL  

Project Description 

The applicant has submitted a Rezoning and Minor Development Permit applications for 
719 Colborne Street to allow for two additional dwelling units on the lot, currently zoned 
Single Detached Dwelling Districts (Compact Lots) RT-2D. The proposal includes the 
conversion of an existing room above the garage into a detached accessory dwelling unit 
and the conversion of the lower level of the principal dwelling into a secondary suite.  
The proposed development would retain the current dwelling and accessory structures on 
the site without any changes to the building exteriors, to the existing 0.617 FSR or to the 
two off-street parking spaces within the detached garage. A rezoning to a Comprehensive 
Development zone would be required in order to permit the two additional accessory 
dwelling units being proposed. The applicant’s Letter of Intent is attached to this report 
as Appendix 2.  

Project Statistics: 

Permitted / Required Under RT-
2D Zoning Current/Proposed 

Site Area (gross) 3,000 sq.ft. (278.70 sq.m.) 4,133 sq.ft. (384 sq. 
m.) 

Site Frontage No less than 10% of perimeter 8.65 m (28.38ft) or 8% 
of perimeter  
(existing non-
conforming) 

Setbacks 
   Front Yard 

   Rear Yard 

   Side Yard 

10 feet (3.05 metre depth) 

Not less than twenty percent (20%) 
of the depth of the site but need not 
exceed 25 feet (7.62 metres)  

Total of both side yards must not be 
less than 7 feet (2.13 metres) 

14.00 feet 

28.5 ft. (8.68m) or 
18% of site depth 
(existing non-
conforming) 

8.40 ft. total 

Site Coverage 
Maximum 

35% (for buildings with two 
habitable levels above grade) 

15% of site area for Detached 
accessory building 

22.2% 

9.6% (400 sq. ft.) 
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Building Height 
Maximum 

Principal Building (27 feet)  

Not to exceed two storeys or a 
height of 15 feet for Detached 
accessory buildings. 

26.92 ft. 

14.20 ft., 2 storeys 

Off-Street Parking 3 spaces 2 spaces (variance 
required) 

Detached 
Accessory Unit 
Size 

350 square feet minimum 325.6 sq. ft. (variance 
required) 

3.0   POLICY AND REGULATIONS 

3.1 Official Community Plan 

The subject properties are designated (RGO) Residential – Ground Oriented Infill 
Housing, which is described, in part, as follows: 

Purpose: To allow a mix of ground oriented infill housing forms which are 
complementary to the existing neighbourhood character. Generally forms with a 
higher number of units are expected to be located on larger properties. Units can 
be attached, detached or a combination of the two.  

Principal Forms and Uses: Single detached dwellings, single detached dwellings 
on a compact lot, duplexes, triplexes, quadraplexes, cluster houses, townhouses, 
rowhouses and other equivalent ground oriented housing forms. Lots with single 
detached dwellings may also include a secondary suite and/or a detached 
accessory dwelling unit.  

The proposed development is consistent with the intent of the RGO land use designation. 

3.2 Development Permit Area 

The subject site is located within the Ground Oriented Housing Development Permit 
Area (DPA 1.2), which encourages small-scale infill projects that are complementary to 
the existing single detached dwelling context through appropriate building form, scale, 
and location. Applications for detached accessory dwelling units must comply with the 
Laneway and Carriage House Residential Development Permit Area Guidelines. A Minor 
Development Permit is required for the proposed development, which will be reviewed 
concurrently with this Rezoning application. 
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3.3 Zoning Bylaw 

The subject properties are currently zoned Single Detached Dwelling Districts (Compact 
Lots) (RT-2D) which allows one principal unit and a two storey detached accessory 
structure on compact lot. As the RT-2D zoning only allows a single principal unit a 
rezoning to a Comprehensive Development (CD) would be required for the addition of 
two accessory dwelling units. 

4.0   BACKGROUND 

4.1  Site Characteristics and Context 

The subject site is located in the Glenbrooke North neighbourhood and is double fronting, 
being bound on the north east side by Park Crescent and on the south west side by 
Colborne Street. The property is large for a compact lot and has a total area of 384 square 
metres (4,133 square feet). The lot currently contains a single detached dwelling with a 
detached two car garage with habitable space above as shown in Appendix 4. The house 
was constructed in 2001. 

The subject property is primarily surrounded by Single-Detached Dwellings zoned RS-1 
or RT-2D, with one low-rise apartment zoned RM-5A located at the corner of Colborne 
Street and Seventh Avenue. The adjacent properties to the north west of the subject site 
have the same configuration, with habitable space above the detached garage. 

5.0   DISCUSSION  

5.1 Additional Accessory Dwelling Units 

Currently the RT-2D zone does not permit secondary suites or detached accessory 
dwelling units. Consideration of their addition to the subject site is considered reasonable 
given that:   

1. The size of the subject site (4,133 sq. /383.96 sq.m.) is large for RT-2D lots and
consistent with the minimum lot size of the RS-5 Single Detached Residential
Districts (Small Lots) zone (4,000 sq. ft. /371.61sq.m.). The RS-5 zone permits a
laneway house as well as a secondary suite.

2. The proposed units would be constructed within the existing principal and
accessory buildings with no added massing.

3. The proposed project increases housing choice in the neighbourhood by adding
two additional units to the neighbourhood, which is consistent with the intent of
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the Residential Ground Oriented designation that encourages a mix of ground-
oriented infill housing options. 

 
5.2  Size of Detached Accessory Unit 

 
The current application states that the proposed detached accessory dwelling unit is to be 
30.25 square metres (325.6 square feet.), but the minimum size for a secondary suite is 
32.52 square metres (350 square feet.), or 7% smaller than permitted. Given the proposed 
unit would be close to the permitted size, and the proposal would not add any additional 
floor space to the existing building, the proposal is considered reasonable.  
 
5.3 Off-Street Parking 
 
Generally the Zoning Bylaw requires two parking spaces for properties with a 
laneway/carriage house and secondary suite. The RT-2D zone would require three 
parking spaces for the three dwelling units.  It would be considered reasonable from a 
Zoning Bylaw perspective to allow the proposed two parking spaces; however this would 
have to be reviewed and approved by the Transportation Division as part of the 
application review process.  
 
5.4 Private Open Space Requirements 

 
All detached accessory dwelling units under the Laneway and Carriage House Design 
Guidelines are expected to include 160 square feet (14.86 square metres) of private open 
space, and 80 square feet (7.43 square metres) of private open space is required for 
secondary suites.  The proposal currently indicates 160 square feet (14.86 square metres) 
of private open space, allocated to the detached accessory dwelling unit, and 80 square 
feet (7.43 square metres) allocated to the secondary suite, meeting the requirements for 
open space.  The required outdoor space was altered from the Pre-Application submission 
to include small planters that separate the detached accessory dwelling unit’s outdoor 
space from the principal dwelling’s outdoor space.  This creates a clear separation 
between uses and enhances the privacy of the new detached accessory dwelling unit. 

 
5.5 Development Permit Guidelines 

 
A Minor Development Permit would be required to ensure the landscaping, private open 
space and other aspects of the rental units meet liveability expectations. The application 
would be evaluated against the general principles in the Laneway and Carriage House 
Development Permit Guidelines, Residential Infill Townhouse Guidelines and the Design 
Standards and Guidelines for Houses with Secondary Suites, as appropriate. 
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5.6 Tree Protection and Replacement 
 
There are off-site trees at 719 Colborne Street that require a Tree Protection Permit as 
part of this application. These off-site trees will require protection and tree securities. As 
there are no changes to the building envelope, no trees have been proposed to be 
removed. 
 
 
6.0   PUBLIC CONSULTATION 
 
Glenbrooke North Residents Association  
 
The application was presented to the Glenbrooke North Residents Association on 
September 26, 2019.  There were approximately 23 residents in attendance and no 
concerns were raised regarding the project.  Comments and discussion from the meeting 
are summarized as follows  
 

• proposed size of the detached accessory unit;  
• parking; and 
• easement for the shared access path. 

 
The applicant’s summary of the meeting is attached in Appendix 3.  
 
Applicant-Led Open House 
 
Prior to the Residents Association presentation, the applicant held an open house on 
September 26, 2019, from 6pm to 7pm. The open house was attended by 3 people. 
Comments and discussion from the open house were in general support of the 
application.  
 
The applicant’s summary of the open house attached in Appendix 3. 
 
 
7.0   APPLICATION REVIEW PROCESS AND NEXT STEPS 
 
The anticipated next steps in the application review process include: 
 

1. Preliminary report to the LUPC (August 26, 2019); 
2. Preliminary information report to Council; (September 9, 2019) 
3. Presentation to the Glenbrooke North Residents Association (September 26, 

2019) 
4. Applicant-led Public Open House (September 26, 2019); 
5. Review by the Advisory Planning Commission (we are currently here); 
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6. Report to the LUPC on consultation outcome and to recommend Council
consideration of First and Second Readings of proposed Zoning Amendment
Bylaw;

7. LUPC report to Council for consideration of First and Second Readings of
proposed Zoning Amendment Bylaw and to schedule a Public Hearing;

8. Public Hearing and Council consideration of Third Reading of proposed Zoning
Amendment Bylaw;

9. Council consideration of Final Reading and Adoption of proposed Zoning
Amendment Bylaw; and

10. Director of Development Services issues Minor Development Permit.

APPENDICES 

Appendix 1: Site Context Map 
Appendix 2: Applicant’s Rationale Letter 
Appendix 3: Applicant’s Consultation Summary 
Appendix 4: Architectural and Landscape Drawings  
Appendix 5: Staff Report to LUPC (August 26, 2019) 
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Appendix 1

 Site Context Map
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Appendix 2

 Applicant's Rationale 

Letter
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DESIGN BRIEF 

RT-2D SINGLE DETACHED DWELLING DISTRICTS ( COMPACT LOTS) EXISTING ZONING: 

PROPOSED ZONING: C D - #  

THE PROPOSED RE-ZONING OF THE SUBJECT PROPERTY IS TO ALLOW THE CONVERSION OF THE EXISTING BUILDINGS INTO A USE COMBINATION NOT 
PERMITTED UNDER THE CURRENT RT-2D ZONE. 

THE OWNER WOULD LIKE TO CONVERT THE EXISTING SINGLE DETACHED DWELLING AND DETACHED TWO-CAR GARAGE / LOFT INTO THREE (3) 
DWELLING UNITS AND A TWO-CAR GARAGE. THE UNIT MIX WOULD CONSIST OF A PRINCIPAL DWELLING UNIT, ONE (1) ATTACHED ACCESSORY 
DWELLING UNIT, AND ONE (1) DETACHED ACCESSORY DWELLING UNIT OVER A TWO-CAR GARAGE. THE PROPERTY WOULD REMAIN A FEE SIMPLE 
LOT, WITH NO SUBDIVISION OR STRATIFICATION PROPOSED. 

THE PRINCIPAL DWELLING UNIT WOULD OCCUPY THE UPPER, MAIN AND A PORTION OF THE LOWER LEVEL OF THE EXISTING SINGLE DETACHED 
DWELLING. ITS APPROXIMATE GROSS AREA WOULD BE 1945.9 SQ FT. 

THE ATTACHED ACCESSORY DWELLING UNIT WOULD OCCUPY A PORTION OF THE LOWER LEVEL OF THE EXISTING SINGLE DETACHED DWELLING. ITS 
APPROXIMATE GROSS AREA WOULD BE 646.5 SQ FT. THE ENTRANCE FOR THIS UNIT WOULD BE AT THE REAR OF THE EXISTING SINGLE DETACHED 
DWELLING. A MINIMUM OF 80 SQ FT OF OUTDOOR HARD SURFACE WOULD BE PROVIDED FOR THIS UNIT, IN KEEPING WITH THE CITY'S SECONDARY 
SUITE DESIGN STANDARDS. 

THE DETACHED ACCESSORY DWELLING UNIT WOULD OCCUPY THE 'LOFT' SPACE OVER THE EXISTING GARAGE. ITS APPROXIMATE GROSS AREA 
WOULD BE 325.6 SQ FT. THE ENTRANCE FOR THIS UNIT WOULD REMAIN UNCHANGED, FACING THE PRINCIPAL DWELLING UNIT/REAR YARD. A 
MINIMUM OF 160 SQ FT OF PRIVATE OPEN SPACE WOULD BE PROVIDED FOR THIS UNIT, IN KEEPING WITH THE CITY'S LAN EWAY AND CARRIAGE 
HOUSES DEVELOPMENT PERMIT GUIDELINES. 

BOTH ACCESSORY DWELLING UNITS WOULD BE ACCESSIBLE FROM COLBORNE STREET VIA AN EXISTING SHARED APPROX. 3'-6" WIDE PATH LOCATED 
IN THE SOUTH SIDE YARD. AS WELL, ACCESS TO THE GARAGE, REAR YARD PARKING, AND TO PARK CRESCENT ARE CURRENTLY PROVIDED AND NO 
CHANGES ARE PROPOSED. THE PROPERTY'S UNIQUE SITING WOULD ALLOW ALL THREE UNITS TO HAVE EASY ACCESS TO BOTH COLBORNE STREET 
AND PARK CRESCENT. THE GENEROUS REAR YARD EASILY FACILITATES THE PROVISION OF PRIVATE OUTDOOR SPACE TO EACH DWELLING UNIT. 

THIS PROPOSAL MEETS MANY OF THE CITY'S LONG TERM HOUSING AND DENSITY AIMS. THIS PROPOSAL IS COMPATIBLE WITH BOTH THE CURRENT 
AND PROPOSED OCP LAND USE DESIGNATIONS FOR THE PROPERTY. THE RESIDENTIAL-GROUND ORIENTED INFILL HOUSING DESIGNATION WHICH 
AIMS TO ALLOW A MIX OF GROUND-ORIENTED INFILL HOUSING OPTIONS COMPLIMENTARY TO THE EXISTING NEIGHBOURHOOD CHARACTER 
ENCOMPASSES THE PROPOSED SCOPE AND CHARACTER OF THIS PROJECT. THIS PROPOSAL WOULD TRANSFORM A SINGLE DETACHED DWELLING 
INTO THREE (3) RESIDENTIAL UNITS OF VARYING SIZES, ALL BEING ACCOMMODATED WITHIN THE ENVELOPE OF EXISTING BUILDINGS. THE IMPACT 
TO NEIGHBOURS WOULD BE MINIMAL, AS THE MAJORITY OF THE ALTERATIONS PROPOSED ARE INTERIOR IN NATURE. 

gronlund dare partnership 
432 Buchanan Ave., New Westminster, BC. V3I3Z8 t 604.522.2258 f 604.522.2034 gi,onlunddare@shaw.ca ® / A-01 REVISION -

^ Project File 
Planning Study: RE-ZONING TO CD-# 1813 HUNTER RESIDENCE 

Scale NTS Date 19.07.02 Own Chkd 719 COLBORNE STREET PROPOSED PROJECT DESCRIPTION ©  C O P Y R I G H T  C o p y r i g h t  o f  t h i s  d o c u m e n t ,  t h e  i d e a s  a n d  d e s i g n s  h e r e i n ,  a r e  r e s e r v e d  b y  " g r o n l u n d  d a r e  p a r t n e r s h i p "  a s  t h e  
designer. They and all associated documents are an instrument of service by the designer. They remain the property of the designer, 
and may not to be reproduced or used in whole or in part without prior written authorization from the designer. No warranty or 
"" reservation to any party is given by the designer about the constructability of the work represented by them. All contractors must 

s at all times that they can properly construct the work represented by this document. 

NEW WESTMINSTER, BC 
PLANNING STUDY: RE-ZONING TO CD-# repi 

sati sfy themselves 
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Appendix 3

Applicant's Consultation 

Summary
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   2019.10.18 

 

Re:     Summary of Public Consultation  

Project:    Rezoning application, 719 Colborne Street, New Westminster 

 

Both a Public Open House and Resident’s Association presentation took place on September 26th, 2019.  

The public open house was followed by a presentation to the Glenbrooke North Resident’s Association by 

Tara Gronlund from gronlund dare partnership.  This letter will summarize that evening’s events.  

Generally speaking, all attendees were in support of the project.  There were issues raised, including the 

proposed size of the detached accessory unit, parking, and easement for the shared access path, along 

with questions to gain clarification regarding the scope of the proposed project.  No attendees, however, 

voiced significant concerns or reservations regarding the general scope of the project being proposed. 

The Glenbrooke North Resident’s Association has provided their support of the project (see attached 

material #7). 

 

Public Open House / Glenbrooke North Resident’s Association Meeting  

 

Event details:   Date:      Thursday, September 26th, 2019 
Time:     6:00pm – 7:00pm - Open House 

7:00pm – 8:00pm - Glenbrooke North Resident’s Association 
meeting 

Location:  Spruce Room, Century House, 620 8th Street, New    
                 Westminster  

   

Notification details: Event invitations were provided to all neighbours on the mail-out list 
supplied by city staff on August 30th, 2019.   

A total of (134) invitations were distributed on September 7th, 2019.  (93) 
were mailed and (41) were hand delivered.  

 Newspaper ads, in accordance with city guidelines, were run in the New 
Westminster Record on September 12, 2019 and September 19, 2019 
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Number of attendees: (23) people attended both the open house and Resident’s association 
meeting.  
(12) attendees signed the sign-in sheet 

    (3) attendees only attended the open house  
(3) attendees were City Staff  

     Cameron Barker, Planning Assistant, 
Mike Watson, Senior Planning Analyst 
Sylvain Watson, Senior Arborist 

Both the applicant and representative from gronlund dare partnership 
were in attendance.  

 
 
Attached material: 

 
1. Event invitation                                                Page 3    
 
2. Newspaper ads       Page 4 
 
3. Boards on display      Pages 5 - 8 

8 mounted display boards were displayed  
 
4. Project overview as presented     Page 9 

 
5. Sign-in sheet       Page 10 
 
6. Comment forms       Pages 11 - 14 

(4) comment forms were received at the event  
No additional comment forms were received by  
city staff or by gronlund dare partnership by the  
October 10th submission deadline. 

 
7. Meeting Minutes      Pages 15 – 16 

Glenbrooke North Resident’s Association meeting.  
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1. Event Invitation:  
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2. Newspaper Ad:
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3. Boards on Display: 
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4. Project overview as presented: 
 
This re-zoning is being proposed to allow the conversion of the existing buildings into a use 
combination not permitted under the current RT-2D zone.  
 
The owner would like to convert the existing single detached dwelling and detached two-car 
garage / loft into three (3) dwelling units and a two-car garage.  The unit mix would consist of a 
principal dwelling unit, one (1) attached accessory dwelling unit (or secondary suite), and one (1) 
detached accessory dwelling unit over a two-car garage.  The property would remain a fee simple 
lot, with no subdivision or stratification proposed.  
 
The principal dwelling unit would occupy the upper, main and a portion of the lower level of the 
existing house. Its approximate gross area would be 1945.9 sq ft.  
 

The attached accessory dwelling unit would occupy a portion of the lower level of the existing 
house. Its approximate gross area would be 646.5 sq ft..  The entrance for this unit would be at 
the rear of the existing house.  A minimum of 80 sq ft of outdoor hard surface would be provided 
for this unit, in keeping with the city's secondary suite design standards. 
 
The detached accessory dwelling unit would occupy the 'loft' space over the existing garage.  Its 
approximate gross area would be 325.6 sq ft.  The entrance for this unit would remain 
unchanged, facing the principal dwelling unit/rear yard.  A minimum of 160 sq ft of private open 
space would be provided for this unit, in keeping with the city's laneway and carriage houses 
development permit guidelines. 
 
Both accessory dwelling units would be accessible from Colborne street via an existing shared 
approx. 3'-6" wide path located in the south side yard.  As well, access to the garage, rear yard 
parking, and to Park Crescent are currently provided and no changes are proposed.   
 
The property's unique siting would allow all three units to have easy access to both Colborne 
Street and Park Crescent. While there are two parking spaces proposed in the existing garage, in 
keeping with the City’s requirements for similar development scenarios, there is ample room on 
the long driveway approach to the garage for additional parking.  As well, both accessible streets 
have parallel parking available.  
 
The type of gentle densification being proposed by a project such as this is very much in keeping 
with the long term planning aims of the City of New Westminster.  This proposal is compatible 
with the current OCP land use designation for the property which is residential-ground oriented 
infill housing.  This designation aims to allow a mix of ground-oriented infill housing options 
complimentary to the existing neighbourhood character.  This proposal meets the planning aims 
of that designation transforming an existing single family dwelling into three (3) residential units of 
varying sizes.  The units, by being accommodated within the envelope of existing buildings 
means that the impact to neighbours would be minimal, both during construction and after 
occupancy. 
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5. Sign-in Sheet: 
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6. Comment Forms: 
Submitted at Open House:
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Submitted at Open House: 
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Submitted at Open House:
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Submitted at Open House:
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7. Glenbrooke North Resident’s Association meeting minutes  
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If further information is required, please contact Tara Gronlund of gronlund dare partnership.  

 

Regards,  

 

Tara Gronlund  ABID, MARCH, IA AIBC  

gronlund dare partnership 

tel 604-522-2258 

gronlunddare@shaw.ca 
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General Regulations 

Existing Condition Proposed (CD zone) Reference Regulation (RT-2D zone) Notes Re-zoning Scenario CD-# 2019.01.19 

datum elevation elevation 256.11 ft no changes 

Existing Site Data: Building height 
w/ site coverage under 30% 
elevation 

CD zone - proposed to have same 
building height restrictions as RT-2D 

414.12 8.23 m 26.92 ft. height 26.92 ft. no changes 
383.97 m2 4133.0 sq. ft. site area Note: 

areas and property dimensions are approximate 
elevation 283.03 ft no changes 

site width min 8.65 m 28.37 ft. 
site frontage width 8.65 m 28.37 ft. 
site depth min 41.48 m 136.09 ft. Lot Coverage 

Lot Coverage 
when 2 storeys above datum 

414.16 
site depth 47.49 m 155.80 ft. 35 % 

134.39 m2 | 1446.6 sq ft. 

max CD zone - proposed to have same 
lot coverage allowances as RT-2D 

22.2 % no changes 

Uses Regulation (RT-2D zone) Existing Condition Proposed (CD zone) Notes 
Lot Coverage 
when 3 storeys above datum 

30 % 
115.19 m2 414.3 Single Detached 

414.4 Duplex 
414.5 Single Detached 

Principal Dwelling Unit (PDU) 

CD zone proposed to allow for 
additional uses than those allowed 
under the RT-2D zone 

yes yes 1239.9 sq.ft. 
yes yes 
yes yes yes 

(1) proposed Floor areas - gross CD zone would need to allow for 
unit mix proposed, and proposed 
areas of each unit type 

no restrictions PDU- upper 922.8 sq ft 922.8 sq ft 
PDU-main 840.8 sq ft 840.8 sq ft 

419.10 Detached Accessory yes yes yes PDU-lower 828.80 sq ft 182.30 sqft 
419.11 Attached Accessory yes yes yes 

AADU - lower 646.5 sq ft Attached Accessory Dwelling Unit (AADU) (1) proposed no 
Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (DADU) (1) proposed no DADU 325.6 sq ft 

Garage 400.0 sq ft 400.0 sq ft 
Garage loft 325.6 sq ft 

Total 3318.0 sq ft 3318.0 sq ft 

Principal Building Setbacks 

CD zone - proposed to have same 
front, rear and sie yard restrictions 
as RT-2D 

414.13 Front yard 3.05 m 10.0 ft 14.0 ft no changes 

414.15 Interior side yard 
total of subject property and 
neighbouring property 

2.13 m 7.0 ft 8.0 ft no changes 

subject property 1.065 m 3.5 ft 4.0 ft no changes 

414.14 Rear yard 7.62 m 25.0 ft 28.5 ft no changes 

Detached Accessory 414.1 CD zone - proposed 
regulations to be the same as RT-2D 
for Detached Accessory 
Detached Accessory proposed to 
allow DADU 

Maximum Height 2 storeys (1 within roof) 2 storeys (1 within roof) 
4.57 m 15.0 ft 

37.16 m2 Maximum site coverage 400 sq ft 400 sq ft no changes 
Min distance from Principal 3.05 m 10 ft 29.6 ft no changes 

Attached Accessory 414.11 
CD zone - proposed 
regulations to be the same as RT-2D 
for Attached Accessory 
Potential addition of rear deck off 
of Principal Dwelling Unit 
requested to be accomodated 

Maximum Height 4.57 m 15 ft no changes 
Site coverage 10% of site area 

38.40 m2 413.30 sq ft front porch 120.0 sq ft no changes 
no changes 
no changes 
no changes 

rear porch 55.0 sq ft 
loft entry 9.0 sq ft 
unused allowance 229.3 sq ft 

Parking 

CD zone - proposed 
regulations ot require (2) stalls for 
the total of (3) proposed dwelling units 

150.7 Parking 1 stall stalls - garage 
stalls - surface tadem 

2 no changes 

2 

Note: * all data of existing conditions was gathered from orignal drawings supplied by Eric Pattison (under Decosse Pattison Architects) and has not been independently confirmed. 
* City of New Westminster to provide feedback of any and all additional regualtions / restrictions that should be considered during potential re-zoning application process 
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ffim 
EXISTING CONDITION 
LIMITING DISTANCE CALCULATION (SOUTH): PRINCIPAL DWELLING UNIT OVER 

ATTACHED ACCESSORY UNIT DISTANCE TO PL: d'-O" I 1.21 m 

105.0 m2 

5.3 m2 

AREA OF EXPOSED BUILDING FACE : 
GLAZED OPENINGS: 

1109 sq ft 
57.0 sq ft 

PERCENTAGE OF GLAZED OPENINGS: 5.1% 
EXIST. EXIST. EXIST. 

PERCENTAGE OF GLAZED OPENINGS: 
ALLOWABLE PERCENTAGE {AS PER TABLE 9.10.15.4): 7.0% 

Mi • 
I DATA BASED ON ORIGINAL BUILDING PERMIT DRAWINGS 

PROPOSED CONDITION 
LIMITING DISTANCE CALCULATION (SOUTH): 

MIN DISTANCE TO PL: ^-O" / 1.21 m 

105.0 m2 

5.95 m2 

AREA OF EXPOSED BUILDING FACE : 
GLAZED OPENINGS: 

1109 sq ft 
64.0 sq ft 

PERCENTAGE OF GLAZED OPENINGS: 5.8% 
EXIST. EXIST. 

PERCENTAGE OF GLAZED OPENINGS: 
ALLOWABLE PERCENTAGE {AS PER TABLE 9.10.15.4): 7.0% 

DATA BASED ON ORIGINAL BUILDING PERMIT DRAWINGS 
AND PROPOSED WINDOW ADDITION 

NEW HANDRAIL 
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Appendix 5

 Staff Report to LUPC 

(August 26, 2019)
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R E P O R T  
Development Services  

To: Land Use and Planning Committee Date: 8/26/2019 

From: Emilie K Adin, MCIP 

Director of Development Services 

File: REZ00186 

Item #: 44/2019 

Subject: 719 Colborne Street: Rezoning and Minor Development Permit 

Applications for a Secondary Suite and Detached Accessory Dwelling 

Unit in the RT-2D Zone - Preliminary Report 

RECOMMENDATION 

THAT the Land Use and Planning Committee recommend that staff process the 

Rezoning and Minor Development Permit applications as outlined in this report. 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Rezoning and Minor Development Permit applications have been received to facilitate the 

installation of a secondary suite within the existing principal building as well as a detached 

accessory dwelling unit in an existing detached structure. The applicant previously submitted 

a Pre-Application Review (PAR) inquiry for this proposal, which was reviewed by the Land 

Use and Planning Committee (LUPC) on April 8, 2019. The feedback from the LUPC 

meeting has been incorporated into the proposal.  

1. PURPOSE

The purpose of this report is to provide the LUPC with preliminary information on the 
proposed development and to seek LUPC support in the application review process outlined 

in this report. 

LUPC Agenda Item 10
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2. POLICY AND REGULATIONS

2.1 Official Community Plan 

The subject properties are designated (RGO) Residential – Ground Oriented Infill Housing, 
which is described, in part, as follows: 

Purpose: To allow a mix of ground oriented infill housing forms which are 

complementary to the existing neighbourhood character. Generally forms with a 

higher number of units are expected to be located on larger properties. Units can be 

attached, detached or a combination of the two.  

Principal Forms and Uses: Single detached dwellings, single detached dwellings on a 

compact lot, duplexes, triplexes, quadraplexes, cluster houses, townhouses, 

rowhouses and other equivalent ground oriented housing forms. Lots with single 

detached dwellings may also include a secondary suite and/or a detached accessory 

dwelling unit.  

The proposed development is consistent with the intent of the RGO land use designation. 

2.2 Development Permit Area 

The subject site is located within the Ground Oriented Housing Development Permit Area 

(DPA 1.2), which encourages small scale infill projects that are complementary to the 

existing single detached dwelling context through appropriate building form, scale, and 

location. Applications for detached accessory dwelling units must comply with the Laneway 

and Carriage House Residential Development Permit Area Guidelines. A Minor 

Development Permit is required for the proposed development, which will be reviewed 

concurrently with this Rezoning application. 

2.3 Zoning Bylaw 

The subject properties are currently zoned Single Detached Dwelling Districts (Compact 
Lots) (RT-2D) which allows one principal unit and a two storey detached accessory structure 

on compact lot. As the RT-2D zoning only allows a single principal unit a rezoning to a 

Comprehensive Development (CD) would be required for the addition of two accessory 

dwelling units. 
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3. BACKGROUND

3.1 Pre-Application Review 

The applicant previously submitted a Pre-Application Review (PAR) inquiry for the 
proposed project, which was reviewed by the LUPC on April 8, 2019 (See Attachment 4). 

The LUPC was generally supportive of the project and provided the following comments:  

 Tree protection barriers will be required for areas that are impacted by construction;

 Open space requirements will need to be resolved in the formal application for both

the detached accessory dwelling unit and the secondary suite;

 Unit size and parking requirements appear to be reasonable;

 The creation of two additional forms of housing for the neighbourhood is a net
positive for increased housing options.

The applicant made some minor landscape revisions to the proposal with the formal 

Rezoning application. These revisions are further discussed in Section 5 below. 

3.2 Site Characteristics and Context 

The subject site is located in the Glenbrooke North neighbourhood and is double fronting, 

being bound on the north east side by Park Crescent and on the south west side by Colborne 

Street. The property is large for a compact lot and has a total area of 384 square metres 

(4,133 square feet). The lot currently contains a single detached dwelling with a detached 

two car garage with habitable space above as shown in Attachment 3. The house was 

constructed in 2001. 

The subject property is primarily surrounded by Single-Detached Dwellings zoned RS-1 or 

RT-2D, with one low-rise apartment zoned RM-5A located at the corner of Colborne Street 

and Seventh Avenue. The adjacent properties to the north west of the subject site have the 

same configuration, with habitable space above the detached garage. 

4. PROJECT DESCRIPTION

4.1 Project Description 

The applicant has submitted a Rezoning and Development Permit applications for 719 

Colborne Street to allow for two additional dwelling units on the lot, currently zoned Single 

Detached Dwelling Districts (Compact Lots) RT-2D. The proposal includes the conversion 

of an existing room above the garage into a detached accessory dwelling unit and the 
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conversion of the lower level of the principal dwelling into a secondary suite.  The proposed 

development would retain the current dwelling and accessory structures on the site without 

any changes to the building exteriors, to the existing 0.617 FSR or to the two off -street 

parking spaces within the detached garage. A rezoning to a Comprehensive Development 

zone would be required in order to permit the two additional accessory dwelling units being 
proposed. The applicant’s Letter of Intent is attached to this report as Attachment 2.  

4.2 Project Statistics: 

Permitted / Required Under RT-2D 

Zoning 
Current/Proposed 

Site Area (gross) 3,000 sq.ft. (278.70 sq.m.) 4,133 sq.ft. (384 sq. m.) 

Site Frontage No less than 10% of perimeter 8.65 m (28.38ft) or 8% 

of perimeter  

(existing non-

conforming) 

Setbacks 

 Front Yard 

 Rear Yard 

 Side Yard 

10 feet (3.05 metre depth) 

Not less than twenty percent (20%) of 

the depth of the site but need not 

exceed 25 feet (7.62 metres)  

Total of both side yards must not be 

less than 7 feet (2.13 metres) 

14.00 ft. 

28.5 ft. (8.68m) or 18% 

of site depth (existing 

non-conforming) 

8.40 ft. total 

Site Coverage 

Maximum 

35% (for buildings with two habitable 

levels above grade)  

15% of site area for Detached 

accessory building 

22.2% 

9.6% (400 sq. ft.) 

Building Height 

Maximum 

Principal Building (27 feet)  

Not to exceed two storeys or a height 

of 15 feet for Detached accessory 
buildings. 

26.92 ft. 

14.20 ft., 2 storeys 

Off-Street Parking 3 spaces 2 spaces (variance 

required) 

Detached 

Accessory Unit 

Size 

350 square feet minimum 325.6 sq. ft. (variance 

required) 
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5. DISCUSSION

5.1 Additional Accessory Dwelling Units 

Currently the RT-2D zone does not permit secondary suites or detached accessory dwelling 
units. Consideration of their addition to the subject site is considered reasonable given that: 

1. The size of the subject site (4,133 sq. /383.96 sq.m.) is large for RT-2D lots and

consistent with the minimum lot size of the RS-5 Single Detached Residential

Districts (Small Lots) zone (4,000 sq. ft. /371.61sq.m.). The RS-5 zone permits a

laneway house as well as a secondary suite.

2. The proposed units would be constructed within the existing principal and accessory

buildings with no added massing.

3. The proposed project increases housing choice in the neighbourhood by adding two

additional units to the neighbourhood, which is consistent with the intent of the

Residential Ground Oriented designation that encourages a mix of ground-oriented

infill housing options.

5.2  Size of Detached Accessory Unit 

The current application states that the proposed detached accessory dwelling unit is to be 

30.25 square metres (325.6 square feet.), but the minimum size for a secondary suite is 32.52 

square metres (350 square feet.), or 7% smaller than permitted. Given the proposed unit 

would be close to the permitted size, and the proposal would not add any additional floor 

space to the existing building, the proposal is considered reasonable.  

5.3 Off-Street Parking 

Generally the Zoning Bylaw requires two parking spaces for properties with a 

laneway/carriage house and secondary suite. The RT-2D zone would require three parking 

spaces for the three dwelling units.  It would be considered reasonable from a Zoning Bylaw 

perspective to allow the proposed two parking spaces; however this would have to be 

reviewed and approved by the Transportation Division as part of the application review 
process.  

5.4 Private Open Space Requirements 

All detached accessory dwelling units under the Laneway and Carriage House Design 

Guidelines are expected to include 160 square feet (14.86 square metres) of private open 

space, and 80 square feet (7.43 square metres) of private open space is required for 

secondary suites.  The proposal currently indicates 160 square feet (14.86 square metres) of 
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private open space, allocated to the detached accessory dwelling unit, and 80 square feet 

(7.43 square metres) allocated to the secondary suite, meeting the requirements for open 

space.  The required outdoor space was altered from the Pre-Application submission to 

include small planters that separate the detached accessory dwelling unit’s outdoor space 

from the principal dwelling’s outdoor space.  This creates a clear separation between uses 
and enhances the privacy of the new detached accessory dwelling unit. 

5.5 Development Permit Guidelines 

A Minor Development Permit would be required to ensure the landscaping, private open 

space and other aspects of the rental units meet liveability expectations. The application 

would be evaluated against the general principles in the Laneway and Carriage House 

Development Permit Guidelines, Residential Infill Townhouse Guidelines and the Design 

Standards and Guidelines for Houses with Secondary Suites, as appropriate. 

5.6 Tree Protection and Replacement 

There are off-site trees at 719 Colborne Street that require an Arborist Report and Tree 

Permit Application as part of this application. These off-site trees will require protection and 

tree securities. As there are no changes to the building envelope, no trees have been proposed 
to be removed. 

6. CONSULTATION

The applicant will be required to undertake public consultation as part of the Rezoning and 

Development Permit application process. Consultation includes a presentation to the 

Glenbrooke North Residents Association, an applicant-led Public Open House, presentations 

to the Advisory Planning Commission, and a Public Hearing. 

7. REVIEW PROCESS

The anticipated next steps in the application review process include: 

1. Preliminary report to the LUPC (currently here);

2. Preliminary information report to Council; (September 9, 2019)
3. Presentation to the Glenbrooke North Residents Association

4. Applicant-led Public Open House;

5. Review by the Advisory Planning Commission;

6. Report to the LUPC on consultation outcome and to recommend Council

consideration of First and Second Readings of proposed Zoning Amendment Bylaw;

7. LUPC report to Council for consideration of First and Second Readings of proposed

Zoning Amendment Bylaw and to schedule a Public Hearing;
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8. Public Hearing and Council consideration of Third Reading of proposed Zoning

Amendment Bylaw;

9. Council consideration of Final Reading and Adoption of proposed Zoning

Amendment Bylaw; and

10. Director of Development Services issues Minor Development Permit.

8. INTERDEPARTMENTAL LIAISON

The City has now initiated a project-based team approach for reviewing development 

applications. A staff-led project team has been assigned to review this proposed project. 

9. OPTIONS

The following options are offered for the LUPC’s consideration:  

1. That the Land Use and Planning Committee recommend that staff process the

Rezoning and Development Permit applications as outlined in this report; and

2. That the Land Use and Planning Committee provide staff with alternative feedback.

Staff recommends option 1. 

ATTACHMENTS 

Attachment 1: Site Context Map  

Attachment 2: Applicant Rationale Letter 

Attachment 3: Architectural and Landscape Drawings 

Attachment 4: Pre-Application Review Staff Report to LUPC (April 8, 2019) 

This report has been prepared by: 

Cameron Barker, Planning Assistant 

Emilie K Adin, MCIP 

Director of Development Services 
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R E P O R T
Development Services 

To: Advisory Planning Commission Date: November 19, 2019 

From: Britney Quail, Heritage Planner File: HER00716 

Subject: 515 Fourth Street: Proposed Heritage Revitalization Agreement 

RECOMMENDATION 

THAT the Advisory Planning Commission provide comments on the land 
use aspects of the Heritage Revitalization Agreement application for 515 
Fourth Street, as highlighted in Section 5.0 of this report; and consider a 
motion of support or non-support for the application. 

1.0 PURPOSE 

The purpose of this report is: 
• to provide information to the Advisory Planning Commission (APC) in

regards to the land use aspects of the Heritage Revitalization Agreement
application for 515 Fourth Street;

• for the APC to provide comment on the aspects of the application identified
by staff in Section 5.0 of the report; and

• for the APC to consider a motion of support or non-support for the
application overall.

2.0  EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

A Heritage Revitalization Agreement (HRA) application has been received for 
515 Fourth Street in the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area. The proposal 
includes Heritage Designation of the protected 1940 heritage house, in exchange 
for conversion of the house to a stratified duplex and the construction of a third, 
stratified infill house; creating a three unit common property strata. The proposal 
would not increase the number of dwelling units allowed on the site, but would 
secure a different tenure (i.e. stratification for individual ownership). Further, 
Zoning Bylaw relaxations would be required to allow additional floor space for 
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the infill house, a reduced front yard setback for the duplex, and a reduced number 
of on-site parking spaces. A site plan and architectural renderings are included in 
this report as Appendix 1. 

3.0 BACKGROUND 

Summaries of City policies and regulations related to this project, and the City’s 
infill housing program are available in Appendix 8 and 9 respectively. 

3.1 Site Characteristics and Context 

The property is located on the corner of Fourth Street and Regina Street in the 
northern end of the Queen’s Park neighbourhood, an area of primarily single-
detached dwellings. Both Fourth Street and Regina Street are classified as local 
roads. The house currently only has one residential unit, and is approximately 
3,000 sq.ft. Existing statistics are in the table below: 

Table 1: Existing Property Statistics 
Statistic Existing 

Lot Size 6,044 sq.ft. (561.5 sq.m.) 
Total Floor Space 3,067 sq.ft. (123 sq.m.) 
Floor Space Ratio (FSR) 0.469 
Site Coverage 20% 
Residential Units 1 principal: secondary suite and carriage 

house permitted, but not constructed 
Off-Street Parking Spaces 1 

The property is two blocks east of the Uptown commercial area, four blocks west 
of Queen’s Park and three blocks south-east of Herbert Spencer Elementary 
School. A Site Context Map has been provided in Appendix 2. 

3.2 Proximity to Alternative Transportation Options 

This site is relatively well-positioned to allow its residents to take advantage of 
alternative transportation options, including public transit and cycling. 
Additionally, the property is walking distance to schools, Queen’s Park, and 
commercial areas, per the table below: 
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Table 2: Site’s Proximity to Alternative Transportation Options 
Transportation Option Distance 

Skytrain Station > 1 kilometre to New Westminster
SkyTrain Station

Frequent Transit Network 780 ft. ( 240 m.) to Sixth Street 
Bus Stop 345 ft. (105 m.) 
Greenway/Bikeway 1 kilometre to Crosstown Greenway 

3.3  Tree Removal and Protection Plan 

A Tree Permit process is underway simultaneously with the HRA review. Should 
the project proceed to construction, existing trees would be managed consistent 
with the recommendations of the Project Arborist, and the City’s tree protection 
bylaw, as reviewed by the City’s Arborist and approved through the Tree Permit 
process. Three street trees on the Fourth Street boulevard would be retained and 
protected. 

3.4 Heritage Value 

The Rankin House at 515 Fourth Street was built in 1940 and is a good example of 
the Storybook style, common to wartime residential development in Western 
Canada. There is moderate social, historic, and aesthetic heritage value to the 
house. The house has been evaluated to have good integrity overall, and a high 
level of original material is present. The Statement of Significance for the house, 
which provides more detail on the heritage merit of the building, and a report on 
the proposed conservation work to the property will be reviewed by staff and the 
Community Heritage Commission.  

4.0 PROPOSAL 

4.1  Project Description 

The application proposes to retain the heritage building currently on the site, and 
agrees to increased protection for the building through a Heritage Designation 
Bylaw. In exchange, the application proposes that the heritage building be 
converted to a stratified duplex and the construction of a 1,189 sq.ft.(110.5 sq.m.) 
infill house at the rear of the property, also stratified; creating a three unit common 
property strata. A site plan for the lot, architectural elevation drawings for each 
building, 3D renderings, and street context images are included in this report as 
Appendix 1. Analysis of the buildings’ massing is included in Appendix 3.   
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The heritage building is proposed to be moved forward on the lot towards Fourth 
Street. A new foundation would be poured for the building, including expanded 
basement space. A relaxation to the Zoning Bylaw for front yard setback would be 
required for the duplex. An addition of 547sq.ft (51 sq.m.) of living space would 
also be added to the heritage building, in part through the conversion of a 
previously existing attached garage into residential floor space, and in part through 
a additions at the rear and side of the buliding. 
 
The duplex units would split the main floor of the building. Bedrooms for one unit 
would be on the top floor, and bedrooms for the second unit would be in the 
basement level. The unit with upstairs bedrooms is proposed to be 2,087 sq.ft. 
(194 sq.m.). The unit with downstairs bedrooms is proposed to be 1,527 sq.ft. (142 
sq.m.). Each duplex unit would have three bedrooms total. The infill house is also 
proposed to have three bedrooms, and would be 1,189 sq.ft. (110.5 sq.m.). The 
size and bedroom count of all three units meets the objectives of the City’s Family 
Friendly Housing Policy. 
 
Additionally, each unit would be provided with private outdoor space, accessed 
off the main level. These spaces would range from 298 sq.ft (27.7 sq.m.) to 434 
sq.ft (40.3 sq.m.). Only two off-street parking spaces are proposed for the entire 
project: accessed off a shared driveway entrance on Regina Street. The parking 
spaces would be allocated to units by the strata’s bylaws. 
 
4.2  Project Statistics and Relaxations Requested 
 
A summary of the site’s proposed statistics is in table three below. The first 
column shows the permitted or required statistics for the site, per the property’s 
RS-4 zoning. The second column lists the proposed statistics for this project. The 
final column represents the relaxations which would be required to permit the 
project. The areas where relaxations would be required are highlighted in grey. 
Note: the items in italic font represent additional information to be considered. 
 
The application requests four land-use related relaxations to the Zoning Bylaw: 

1) tenure change to stratification/ownership for all three units (as compared to 
rental under the Zoning Bylaw); 

2) a larger infill house than would be permitted under the standard carriage 
house program; 

3) reduced front yard setback for the duplex; and  
4) two off-street parking spaces for the three units on site (as compared to the 

City’s duplex zoning).  
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Table 3: Overall Project Statistics 
Statistic Permitted/Required Proposed Relaxation 

 
Floor Space Ratio (FSR) 
Principal House/Duplex 0.7 0.6 0.1 below 

maximum* 
Infill/Carriage House 0.1 0.2 0.1 above 

maximum* 
Total 0.8 0.8 --- 

Total Floor Space 
Principal House/Duplex 3,928.6 sq.ft. 

(365 sq.m.) 
with a 0.15 FSR 
accessory dwelling* 

3,614 sq.ft. 
(335.8 sq.m.) 

314.6 sq.ft. 
(29.2 sq.m.)  
below 
maximum 

Infill/ Carriage House 906.6 sq.ft.  
(84 sq.m.) 
at 0.15 FSR* 

1,189 sq.ft. 
(110.5 sq.m.) 

282.4 sq.ft. 
(26 sq.m.) 
 

Total 4,835.2 sq.ft. 
(449 sq.m.) 

4,803 sq.ft. 
(446.3 sq.m.) 

--- 

Number of Residential Units 
Principal House/Duplex 2 (one principal unit 

and one secondary 
suite) 

2 (two principal 
units) 

Tenure 
relaxation; no 
number 
increase Infill/ Carriage House 1 1 

Total 3 3 --- 

Off-Street Parking Spaces 
Principal House/Duplex 1: if rental suite 

2: if strata unit 
1 1 less parking 

space, based 
on tenure 

Infill/Carriage House 1 1 --- 
Total 2-3 2 1 less parking 

space 
* In the standard laneway and carriage house program there are incentives 
provided to encourage the retention of existing and smaller principal houses. As 
such, while 0.1 FSR is the standard FSR maximum for an accessory dwelling, an 
additional 0.05 FSR may be transferred to the accessory from the principal house, 
should the principal building’s FSR be correspondingly reduced by 0.05.  
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However, under the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area Incentive Program, 
there is no maximum on the “unused” density which may be transferred from the 
principal house to the accessory dwelling: therefore, the density transfer is not 
considered a relaxation. More detail is available in Appendix 9. 

5.0  DISCUSSION 

The following section includes further information and identifies five items for 
discussion by the APC. The subsections focus on each of the four land use 
relaxations being considered for this property through the HRA application. An 
additional subsection includes discussion of the project’s massing and the 
relationship between the infill house and the neighbour on Regina Street.  

The APC is being asked to consider and provide comments or recommendations 
on each item below, as well as make an overall recommendation to Council on 
support or non-support of the application. 

In considering these items, the APC may wish to compare the proposed 
development against the three City programs which relate to this application: 
standard infill program for laneway and carriage houses; Queen’s Park heritage 
conservation area incentives program; and, relaxations requested through an HRA. 
An overview of these three programs is provided in Appendix 9, including a 
comparison of what levels of density and relaxations are considered under each 
program. The property in question is eligible for all three programs, which provide 
increasing zoning-based incentives, generally in exchange for increasing levels of 
heritage protection. 

5.1  Change in Tenure (Stratification) 

The number of residential units included in this application would not exceed the 
number available under the site’s RS-4 zone (three). However, the proposal is to 
stratify the three units, rather than provide one as the primary ownership unit, and 
two as secondary rental units.  

The overall project is consistent with Official Community Plan (OCP) land use 
designation for the site, and meets the intent of the City’s Family Friendly 
Housing Policy. It is consistent with the City’s goals of providing greater “missing 
middle” housing forms (laneway/carriage houses, town/row houses, duplexes and 
triplexes) as well an increase in “housing choice” in the community.  
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5.2  Infill House Size 

Under the carriage house program, a detached accessory dwelling unit can be a 
maximum size of 958 sq.ft. (89 sq.m.). This proposal includes an infill house of 
1,189 sq.ft. (110.5 sq.m.) which is 231 sq.ft. (21.5 sq.m.)larger than permitted 
through the carriage house program. However, the principal dwelling would be 
smaller than otherwise permitted (proposed at 0.60 FSR, whereas 0.7 FSR would 
be permitted under the site’s current zoning). As such, the overall building bulk 
for the site would be similar to that permitted under the site’s current zoning. The 
resulting smaller, more sensitive addition on the heritage house is more consistent 
with heritage conservation best practice. Additional squarefootage or FSR are 
often considered in other HRAs of similar scale. 

5.3  Infill House Massing 

Infill houses, although larger than carriage houses, are evaluated against the City’s 
guidelines for the latter. The proposed infill house design is generally consistent 
with the intent statements in the carriage house Development Permit Area 
Guidelines. The proposed building also generally meets the massing guidelines 
(Note: an overview of the massing analysis for both the accessory dwelling and 
the principal building is available in Appendix 3). However, some features of the 
building are not consistent: most notably, the proposed infill building is a full two 
storeys, where carriage houses are generally permitted at one and a half storeys 
(where the second storey in integrated into the roofline).  

Private open space and sufficient separation between the infill and the principal 
dwelling are provided according to the Design Guidelines. Light, privacy and 
overlook guidelines are generally followed, though there is likely to be impact on 
the neighbour on Regina Street. A shadow study has been provided by the 
applicant and is available in Appendix 4. Diagrams of window alignment between 
the infill and the neighbour on Regina Street, or the infill and the heritage building 
have not been provided by the applicant. 

5.4 Front Yard Setback Relaxation (Duplex) 

The proposal includes a relaxation to the front yard setback for the heritage duplex 
from 19 ft. (5.8 m.) to 10 ft. (3 m.): a difference of 9 ft. (2.7 m.). The relaxation is 
nearly half the required setback. Approximately graphic representation of the 
reduced setback was provided by the applicant and is available in Appendix 10. 
The proposed relaxation provides greater building separation both between the 
infill house and the neighbouring house on Regina Street, and between the infill 
house and the duplex. It also provides space for the two on-site parking spaces.  
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A front yard setback relaxation may be considered in this case as: 
• the property has a large landscaped boulevard along Fourth Street which

provides space between the proposed duplex and the road;
• the setback would not cause the proposed duplex to encroach in the corner

truncation required for maintaining visibility at the intersection;
• the proposed setback is within 5 ft. (1.5 m.) of the setbacks on Fourth Street

of the surrounding houses; and
• the reduced setback provides greater building separation between the

proposed buildings.

5.4 Off-Street Parking Spaces 

The application proposes two parking pads located between the duplex and the 
infill house, accessed by a shared driveway off Regina Street (site plan available in 
Appendix 1).  

In the property’s RS-4 zone, two on-site parking spaces are required between the 
three permitted units (principal dwelling, secondary suite, and carriage house). 
Given the proposed development meets the parking requirement of the underlying 
zone, a parking relaxation is not being requested through the HRA application. 
However, in comparison, in the City’s low density multiple dwelling unit zones 
(i.e. duplexes), one parking space for each stratified residential unit is generally 
required. 

Due to the location of the site, and its proximity to alternative transportation 
options, and due to property’s location at a corner, with two street parking 
frontages, a reduction to the parking could be considered. Additionally, parking 
relaxations are often considered in other HRAs of similar scale. 

The Transportation Division of the Engineering Department worked with the 
applicant so that only one driveway crossing is present on site. Therefore, on-
street parking is not further reduced with increased driveway crossings, and 
pedestrian safety is improved.  

6.0  PUBLIC AND COMMITTEE CONSULTATION 

6.1 Applicant Led Open House 

A public Open House for this project was held at the Queen’s Park Arena on 
Sunday June 23rd, 2019 from 1:00-3:00pm. Invitations were mailed to properties 
within 100 meters of the subject site and distributed electronically through the 
neighbourhood Residents Association. Approximately 25-30 people overall 
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attended the event. In total, 15 people signed in, all whom identified as residents 
of the Queen’s Park neighbourhood.  

Seven feedback forms were collected at the Open House and 14 were submitted in 
the following month. These letters, and a summary of the open house comments, 
prepared by the applicant, are available in Appendix 6. Roughly 25% of the letters 
support the project, where the remaining submissions noted issues. The primary 
issues identified were: 

- Stratification of the infill building is considered an inappropriate land use
for the Queen’s Park neighbourhood;

- The lot size is considered too small to accommodate three units, especially
all of principal (equal) size;

- The additional building mass and/or infill building is considered to be not
in-keeping with the historic character of the neighbourhood;

- Two on-site parking spaces is considered insufficient for the three
residential units—there would be a greater demand for parking than two
cars. An increase in on-street parking is considered to impact usability of
the street;

- The additional infill building reduces the greenspace on site, and
greenspace is considered an important feature in the character of the
neighbourhood;

- The yards proposed for each unit are considered to be insufficiently large
and to lack exposure to sunshine; and

- The additional infill building, especially at a reduced setback, is considered
to have undue impact on the privacy and light for the neighbour.

A summary of the applicant’s response to the above comments, and changes made 
to the proposal toward addressing them is included in this report as Appendix 5.  

6.2  Queen’s Park Residents Association 

The applicants made a presentation to the Queen’s Park Residents Association at 
their general meeting on Sunday June 23rd.  Approximately 50 residents were in 
attendance. Following the presentation, the applicant took questions and feedback 
from the audience. The group then called a vote and the majority were not in 
support of the project.  

The Residents Association’s response and position letter, which provides greater 
detail on issues identified by that group, is in Appendix 7.  
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6.3  Community Heritage Commission 
 
The application was presented to the Community Heritage Commission (CHC) on 
May 1, 2019. At that meeting, the CHC made the following motions: 
 
THAT the Community Heritage Commission delay support for the HRA for 515 
Fourth Street until:  

a) The neighbours have been consulted; and,  
b) Policy work on stratification in Queen’s Park HCA has been resolved;  

and 
 
THAT the Community Heritage Commission recommend that the project returns 
to the Commission at a later date. 
 
The project is scheduled to be reviewed by the CHC a second time at their meeting 
on December 4, 2019 where the results of community consultation and changes 
the applicant has made to address feedback related to the heritage aspects of the 
proposal will be presented. This will include the Statement of Significance, the 
Heritage Conservation Plan and Maintenance Plan, and alternations or adaptations 
being made to the exterior of the heritage building. 
 
Following the CHC’s review, the project would be forwarded to the Land Use and 
Planning Committee, per the review process described in Section 7 below.  
 
7.0 APPLICATION REVIEW PROCESS AND NEXT STEPS 
 
Below is an overall outline of the development review process for this project. The 
grey line indicates where in the process the project is currently: 
 
 
 
Table 4: Application Review Process 
Review Process Stage Date 
Preliminary Report to Land Use and Planning Committee April 8, 2019 
Presentation to the Community Heritage Commission May 1, 2019 
Applicant Led Open House June 23, 2019 
Presentation to Local Residents Association June 23, 2019 
Presentation to the Advisory Planning Commission November 19, 2019 
Presentation to the Community Heritage Commission December 4, 2019 
Report to LUPC for Consideration of First and Second 
Readings of Heritage Revitalization Agreement (HRA) 
and Heritage Designation Bylaws  

Not yet scheduled 
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LUPC Report to Council for Consideration of First and 
Second Readings of HRA and Heritage Designation 
Bylaws 

Not yet scheduled 

Public Hearing and Consideration of Third Reading for 
HRA and Heritage Designation Bylaws 

Not yet scheduled 

Final Consideration HRA and Heritage Designation 
Bylaws by Council 

Not yet scheduled 

OPTIONS 

There are two options for the Commission’s consideration: 

1. That the Advisory Planning Commission provide comments on the land use
aspects of the Heritage Revitalization Agreement application for 515
Fourth Street, as highlighted in Section 5.0 of this report; and consider a
motion of support or non-support for the application.

2. That the Advisory Planning Commission provide staff with an alternative
motion.

ATTACHMENTS 

Appendix 1:  Architectural Drawings and Site Plan 
Appendix 2:  Site Context Map 
Appendix 3:  Massing Analysis 
Appendix 4:  Shadow Studies 
Appendix 5:  Applicant’s Summary of Response to Feedback 
Appendix 6:  Public Consultation Responses and Applicant’s Summary of 

 Consultation  
Appendix 7:  Queen’s Park Residents Association Response Letter 
Appendix 8:  Policy and Regulations Related to this Application 
Appendix 9:  Overview of City Infill Program Components 
Appendix 10: Graphic Representation of Proposed Duplex Setback 

Report Author: 

Britney Quail,  
Heritage Planner 
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Appendix 1 

Site Plan, Architectural Drawings, and 
Renderings 
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2019-08-13 12:38:35 PM

David and Gertrude Rankin House 1940
515 Fourth Street, Queens Park- New Westminster

Property Owner: Sage Construction
Surveyor: Lyon Flynn and Collins Engineering Surveys LTD

Designer: D3 Dimension Drafting and Design Inc.
Heritage: Elana Zysblat, CAHP Ance Building Serives
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Premlimary Variances Requested:

Requested FSR 80% = 4803 SF
Set Backs As per attached Site Plan

General:

Lot Size 6044 SF

Heritage:
Main 1538 SF
Basement 1332 SF
Garage       0 SF
Upper   744 SF
Total 3614 SF

FSR 0.60

Infill:
Main 554 SF
Upper 635 SF
Total 1189 SF

FSR 0.20

Total FSR 0.80
Requested Site Coverage 35% = 2092 SF

*Please note that no variances is required for height

Scale 1 1/2" = 1'-0"

2019-08-13 12:38:37 PM
Zoning 515 Fourth 67 of 177
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Regina Street

319 Regina Street 515 Fourth Street 509 Fourth Street

515 Fourth StreetHouse # Regina Street

Scale 1 : 400

2019-08-13 12:38:37 PM
Street View 515 Fourth 69 of 177
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515 Fourth Street

This map is a user generated static output from an Internet mapping site and
is for reference only. Data layers that appear on this map may or may not be

accurate, current, or otherwise reliable.
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Massing Statistics and Analysis 
 
Carriage House/Proposed Infill House 
 
Massing regulations for accessory dwelling units are not in the Zoning Bylaw, but rather 
a set of guidelines in a Development Permit Area. These guidelines can be reduced or 
altered by the Director of Development Services, save for the floor-space (squarefootage) 
regulation, which can only be relaxed by Council. Primarily, the accessory dwelling in 
this application is within the massing guidelines, per the table below: 
 
Table 5: Building Mass Statistics for Infill/Carriage House 

Statistic Guideline Proposed Reduction 
Maximum 
Squarefootage 

958 sq.ft. 
(89 sq.m.) 
No standard 
increases available 

1,189 sq.ft. 
(110.5 sq.m.) 

231 sq.ft.  
(21.5 sq.m.) 
Increase 

Building 
Separation 

16 ft.  
with a reduction 
available to 13 ft. 

19 ft. 
(5.8 m.) 

--- 

Rear Yard 
Setback 

8 ft. (2.4 m.) 
with a reduction 
available to 4 ft. 

4 ft. (1.2 m.) 4 ft.* 
per available 
reduction 

Exterior Side 
Yard Setback 
(North) 

5ft. 
(1.52 m.) 

10 ft. --- 

Interior Side 
Yard Setback 
(South) 

4 ft. 
with a reduction 
available to 2 ft. 

6.7 ft. --- 

Height (peak) 23 ft. 
(7m.) 
No standard 
increases available 

22.7 ft. 
(6.9 m.) 

--- 

Site Coverage 10% 
with an increase 
available to 15% 

12.2% 2.2%** 
per available 
increase 

 
* In the standard carriage house program, for properties on a corner, the rear yard setback 
may be considered for reduction if there is a corresponding increase to the exterior side 
yard setback. This promotes the ability of the carriage house to better address the street 
frontage of neighbouring properties, and reduces shading to the neighbouring front yard. 
**In the standard carriage house program, an increased site coverage may be considered 
as an incentive, which is available in two situations: to encourage heritage retention and 
or the construction of an accessible unit.  
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Principal House/ Proposed Duplex 
 
The only massing regulation relaxation being requested is for front yard setback. The 
remaining elements (including height, site coverage, and wall setbacks) are within the 
Zoning Bylaw regulations. See summary table below, where the relaxation is highlighted 
in grey:  
 
Table 4: Building Mass Statistics for Principal House/ Proposed Duplex 

Statistic Permitted/Required Proposed Relaxation 
Front Yard 
Setback 

19 ft. 
(5.8 m.) 

10 ft. 
(3 m.) 

9 ft. (2.7 m.) 
decrease 

Rear Yard 
Setback 

25 ft. 
(7.6 m.) 

40.5 ft. --- 

Side Yard 
Setback 
(North) 

5 ft. 
(1.52 m.) 

8.6 ft. --- 

Side Yard 
Setback 
(South) 

5 ft. 
(1.52 m.) 

5 ft. 
(1.52 m.) 

--- 

Height 
(peak) 

35 ft. 25 ft. --- 

Site 
Coverage 

35% 25% --- 
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Fall Sun Study 
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Winter Sun Study 
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Spring Sun Study 
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Appendix 5 

Applicant’s Summary of Response to Feedback 
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Heritage House 
 

1) Colour Change: 
 

At the first community heritage meeting there was concern expressed about the 
change in colour from white to dark blue.  The home has been white for many years, and 
there was an informal comment about the colour change being too dramatic, so the project 
team agreed to keep it in the same tones. Working with the heritage consultant, we chose 
paint colours for the body, as well as the trim, that are era appropriate and align with the 
home’s current curb appeal. 

 
BEFORE 
 

 
 AFTER 
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2) Rear Dormer Change: 
 

The rear dormer was designed as a wider version of the existing dormer to give more 
usable space in the upper floor. There has been community concern about this added 
bulk, so the dormer has been inset in the middle to reduce some of that bulk while still 
maintaining functionality upstairs.  

 
EXISTING DORMER 

 
PROPOSSED DORMER 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Before Dormer After Dormer 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
One 28.8 ft Dormer (Before) Two 12.00 ft Dormers (After) 
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Infill House 
 

1) HEIGHT 
 

There were some concerns about the height and shape of the infill house. In response, 
the team redesigned the roof line to read more like a story-and-a-half design with dormers, 
and the infill was lowered.  

 

ORIGINAL PROPOSED 
 
 
 NEW PROPOSED 
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Sun Exposure 
 

There were some concerns about the amount of light each unit’s outdoor space would 
have, as well as neighbor concerns about the effect the house move and infill would have on 
their yards, so a shadow study was completed. Due to the modest height of the existing 
home, as well as the infill in comparison to the neighboring properties, the impact on 
neighbors is negligible. The light exposure to the three new proposed outdoor spaces 
closely mimics the current exposure, and each outdoor space will enjoy sun and 
shade.(attached) 
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Public Consultation Responses and  
Applicant’s Summary of Consultation 
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Summary of comments from community meeting for the proposal for 515 4t St. 

 

Positive Comments 

There were a number of people that approached us at the meeting as well as after who had really 
positive things to say about this project and the how it will benefit the neighbourhood and city. 

• This is exactly what the city needs more of.  Keeping the character of the neighbourhood 
while providing practical living for potential young families 

• As a young person, I thought I would never have the opportunity to live in Queens Park but 
with projects like these I could see young families moving back 

• Projects like this one will help Queens Park continue to be a great community for years to 
come 

• This is a great plan as we need more young families to move into the area 
• We need more projects like this to encourage young families back to the community.  

Otherwise we will end up like Vancouver with numerous empty homes that only foreign 
owners can afford to purchase. 

• Greater Vancouver is continuing to grow, it is inevitable that we must increase density.  If 
we can do it while keeping the character of our community it is a win for everyone. 

• New Westminster is attracting more and more young professionals who have been priced 
out of the Vancouver market.  The 3500 square foot home on a 6000 square foot lot is not 
practical anymore.  This is the future of our community 

• This is exciting!  I can’t wait to see it! 
• I fully support this project.  This is a great addition to our beautiful Queens Park 

Neighbourhood 
• This looks tastefully designed for the neighbourhood 
• This is exactly what the city needs.  I realize many people here are afraid of what this 

change will mean but this is a win for the community as it will create a new generation of 
families moving into our neighbourhood.  Our community needs this to keep thriving the 
way it has in the past. 

• I work with young professionals who not only cannot afford to live in a $1.8-$2.5 million-
dollar single family home but also have no desire to.   Many young families with both 
parents working want less yard and less maintenance.  This is exactly what this 
neighbourhood needs.  
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Negative Comments 

We also had a number of people express concerns about the project.  The concerns I heard mainly 
had to do with increasing density in the Queens Park Neighbourhood. 

 

• I don’t like the idea of stratification 
• This project has no benefit to the city or neighbourhood 
• A 6000 square foot lot is too small for 3 single family homes 
• I thought stratification had to be on homes over 5000 square feet 
• The sewer and costs of moving, dividing to convert to 3 homes would not be affordable 
• We were not been told before that this is happening in Queens Park 
• There is no apparent restoration other than a coat of paint 
• The house will be unrecognizable compared to the existing home 
• Too many variances are being given for this 
• I have lived in Queens Park for many years and don’t want to see these changes to the 

community/neighbourhood 
• I don’t like the way Kitsilano has been densified and I think this will make our 

neighbourhood more like Kitsilano 
• There are restrictions on my house so this project should have the same restrictions 
• I would like to see projects with carriage homes in backyards, just not this one.  If we move 

too quickly to approve projects like these we are likely to end up with no coherent plan for 
the neighbourhood. 

• Problems with the way the HRA policy is being implemented.  In the past several years this 
has provided more benefit to the property owners than the community.  What is the 
heritage win for the Queens Park HCA? 

• One of my issues is with the stratification.  This goes way beyond by comfort zone for a 
development 

• Concerns for parking 
• Some people said they grew up in the neighbourhood and it would be hard to see the 

neighbourhood change.  It would just not be the same anymore. 
• The laneway is too close to the neighbour’s house 
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July 11, 2019 

Dear Mayor Cote and Council: 

I am writing to you on behalf of the New Westminster Heritage Preservation Society 
regarding a requested HRA for 515 Fourth Street.  Many of our members attended the 
QPRA meeting on June 24th which included an Open House by the developer planning 
this project.  As a result of that, the NWHPS has some comments and questions for you 
and Council. 

The city's own policy says "Retaining the same use for a heritage building is ideal and a 
principle in heritage conservation, as it ensures the long term and stable context of the 
building".   According to the consultant's report, the house is in good condition, needs a 
paint job and the chimney repointed.  The house has been occupied for 50 years by the 
same family until recently and there is no evidence presented that another family could 
not easily live another 50 years in the house.  

The NWHPS is questioning where the meaningful "heritage win" is for the 
neighbourhood with this HRA?  This 1940 house is within the HCA and therefore should 
have protection to the front and side facades, maintaining the current streetscape.   
Instead, the community would get a house that is relocated, altered with a large visible 
addition to the rear and another house squeezed onto the lot leaving minimal green 
space.  Yes, the house would be "designated" - but what is the city "saving" when the 
heritage character is diminished? 

Ms Adin, Director of Planning, responded to a Queen’s Park resident about the 
appropriateness of the "dormer" planned for the house. The dormer is not the only issue; 
the whole project is inappropriate because it allows stratification otherwise not allowed in 
the neighbourhood, the house needs to be relocated from it's original site and variances 
are required to fit all of the building on a small lot. The site will be almost totally covered 
with "housing", leaving very minimal green space which is valued by most people in 
Queens Park. This is not a "heritage win" for the community.  The community will "win" 
more if the HRA is denied. 

The City has gone out of its way to say that any HRAs do not form a precedent, 
however, we all know if the "door is open" there will be other similar versions of HRA 
requests as it will be a lucrative market at the expense of the neighbourhood - and this 
will be true for any neighbourhood, not just Queens Park. 
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We are especially concerned when we see that HRAs are being used for infill housing in 
a neighbourhood.   The purpose of an HRA is to retain heritage - it is not a tool to 
manipulate other objectives.   City council needs to clarify their policy and address these 
issues with the Planning Department and if there are changes, share the information 
with the residents. 

We welcome the opportunity to discuss these concerns. 

Yours truly, 

Steve North, President 
New Westminster Heritage Preservation Society 

cc. B.Quail, Heritage Planner
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Britney Quail

From: The Hutsons 
Sent: Friday, July 19, 2019 2:39 PM
To: Britney Quail
Subject: 515 Fourth Street--Thanks for the whine.

To: Britney Quail/Planning. 

Re: Feedback on the HRA application proposed for 515 Fourth Street 

I email you now to voice my opposition to the proposed project at 515 Fourth Street. It is an example of the HRA process 
being used to not so much revitalize Heritage but rather to revitalize someone’s pocket book.  

There is nothing wrong with that and there is something almost refreshing about a developer being upfront about 
wanting to achieve three distinct units to sell. But know your neighbours. 

As a past member of the CHC I have seen my share of HRA applications. The vast majority involved owners needing 
variances or bonuses to achieve something on THEIR property—where they live. Height, more space, add infill housing 
for family or for profit to earn money for costly anticipated renovations. (OR at least that is what we were advised.) 

But this application is different. It seems to be an overreach on so many levels. HOW did anyone think that such a 
project would receive a positive reception from neighbours? Going from a single family residence to THREE units? 

Since 2013, the QP hood has been examining how to best retain its heritage resources. It has been an exhausting 
process to say the least. City Council did its best to better protect our heritage (with the HCA) while allaying the fears of 
those unsure of an HCA (incentives for a small group of residents some of whom have sold and left the hood and others 
who saw their properties removed from the HCA. ) 

Bottom line many residents made clear their support for heritage conservation. During the process leading up to the 
HCA GREEN SPACE was identified (at many OPEN HOUSES and Public Forums) as one of the most important elements 
that residents wanted protected. And when incentives were introduced for discussion few residents warmed to the idea 
of stratification. To approve this application sends a mixed, confusing message to the residents of the neighbourhood. 

One may say that such HRAs are city‐wide and it’s time for those whiney elitists in QP to accept HRA‐driven density as 
such. (I may whine but I ain’t no elitist. We grew up in East Van and bought our homes when NW was not hot.) 

Can we acknowledge that there is NOT one solution for all neighbourhoods. As a case manager for Veterans Affairs 
Canada and as a Heritage Society Director I have traversed this city from the dykes of Queensborough to Columbia 
Street by the Brunette River. From “VLA” Houses to the small cottages on farmland in QB. To say that the density is 
happening in the Brow of the Hill or downtown should be happening in QP—esp. after years of seeking heritage 
conservation‐‐ is strange and head‐scratching.  

Is that what the city believes the residents fought for? LESS green space and a huge bonus density? Can you imagine if 
the city decided that a lovely 1950s house on Massey Street can be moved forward on the lot, stratified and an infill 
house built in the back?  

Wait a minute. 

S22
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Can an HRA be approved for Massey and Victory Heights? What is the current age of a house that can make an HRA 
application? Are HRAs truly city‐wide? 

Is it only an “older” heritage house that can make such HRA app.? Is the heritage we sought to conserve being used to 
achieve density overreach?  

Planning eats, sleeps and breathes HRAs. They know the process inside/out but QP residents are left wondering WHERE 
is the revitalization? HRAs in our city should be called Heritage Density Agreements.  

With this project a lovely 1940 house will be revitalized and designated as a DUPLEX? Huh? Was this house in danger of 
being demolished? Why does it have to be a DUPLEX? (As a resident I am still getting my head around the infill house on 
this lane‐less property.) We have had the pleasure of touring the house. It is so intact and would make a great 
restoration project. The basement is ripe for a large, rental unit.  

Yes—A HRA allows for all sorts of relaxations in the name of heritage. But in my many years involved with heritage I 
don’t recall too many—if any—HRA applications in Queen’s Park that involve stratification of an existing dwelling.  
Yes—We understand that QP needs to accept their share of the city’s quest for density but if you have your pulse on the 
hood you would understand the economics of protecting our heritage resources while doing so. Turning this house into 
a duplex is not saving heritage. It is simply turning it into two units to sell. Restoration = Revitalization. 
NO—To accepting an application so out of sync with the views of many residents and one that could set an unpleasant 
precedent for the future of QP.  

I would respectfully ask the developer to crunch the numbers and explore how they could restore the existing house as 
single family house with a rental unit. Many residents continue to struggle with infill housing but acknowledge its reality. 

Can an acceptable amount of profit be achieved by amending the application this way? 

It may not appease everybody but it would be a step in the right direction. 

Just because an HRA allows for such bonus density in the city does not make it right at 515 Fourth Street.  

Thanks for the whine. 

Catherine Hutson 
 Third Street S22
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1

Britney Quail

From: gary holisko 
Sent: Sunday, July 21, 2019 9:37 PM
To: External-Clerks
Cc: Britney Quail
Subject: 515 Fourth Street HRA Proposal

To Mayor Jonathan Cote and Council, 

As a resident of Queens Park, and neighour to the proposed HRA at 515 Fifth Street, I am writing to 
express my concerns with the proposal to establish three residences on the one property, and to allow off 
street parking which is not compliant with existing zoning (i.e. two spaces for three residences). As some 
of you are aware, I was a member of the Queens Park Neighbourhood Heritage Study (QPNHS) which 
recommended the creation of a Heritage Conservation Area (HCA); and I was most pleased and strongly 
supported Council's decision to establish the Queens Park Heritage Conservation Area. I do not believe 
this proposed HRA is consistent with the goals of the HCA, the OCP, nor the views of residents in the 
neighbourhood.  

The proposed HRA looks more like an opportunistic plan to maximize the financial return to the 
developer, at the expense of the neighbourhood and the residents who supported the HCA. It is my view 
that if Council consents to this proposal, it creates a clear precedent which essentially says it's open 
season on heritage homes, and promoting significantly greater density in the neighbourhood. Given the 
large number of heritage homes in Queens Park, this could cause mass redevelopment changing the 
entire character of the neighbourhood. It also means that the Heritage Conservation Area has taken a 
back seat to this kind of redevelopment. I therefore cannot support the proposal, and recommend to 
Council the proposal be defeated. 

Sincerely yours, 

Gary Holisko 
 Fifth Street 

New Westminster 

This email and its attachments are intended solely for the personal use of the individual or entity named above. Any use of 
this communication by an unintended recipient is strictly prohibited. If you have received this email in error, any 
publication, use, reproduction, disclosure or dissemination of its contents is strictly prohibited. Please immediately delete 
this message and its attachments from your computer and servers. We would also appreciate if you would contact us by a 
collect call or return email to notify us of this error. Thank you for your cooperation. 
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1

Britney Quail

From: Jill Davy 
Sent: Monday, July 15, 2019 3:35 AM
To: Britney Quail
Subject: 515 4th Street: Proposed HRA

Hello Britney, 

We would like to register our opposition to the proposed development at 515 4th Street. The design of the infill 
home is a poor mesh with the style and era of the principal home, the site looks completely overcrowded and 
the impact of legal stratification of the three units creates an alarming precedent for the HCA in our city. 

We do not in any way consider this to be a valuable heritage retention proposal. 

Please inform Mayor and Council of our concerns on this issue. 

Thank you, 

Jill and Graeme Davy 
St. Patrick Street 
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Britney Quail

From: ROSANNE HOOD 
Sent: Sunday, July 21, 2019 9:51 PM
To: Britney Quail
Cc: Steve and Gail North; Maureen Arvanitidis; dgurney; Kathleen Stevens
Subject: Fwd: 515 Fourth Street HRA Proposal

Hi Britney, I mistakenly sent you the following email from my husband's email address. I am resending it to you from my 
own address. Please confirm that you have received it. Thanks, 

Rosanne 

Hi Britney, I have a few observations on the proposal that I would ask you to forward to Council along with 
your report. 

To Mayor Cote and members of Council, 

I am a resident of Queens Park, and I live one block from the proposed HRA. I am at 525 Fifth Street. I 
strongly support the Queens Park Heritage Conservation Area. I believe that protecting houses is equally 
important with protecting the neighbourhood. Its open green spaces, its gardens and vegetation, its 
boulevards, its proximity to the Park are all strong assets for which the neighbourhood fought in the run 
up to the HCA decision by Council. The multitude of signs displayed at that time by individual 
homeowners stated "We support Heritage Conservation". This statement was significant because the 
residents' support was for both the homes and the neighbourhood itself. There was absolutely no support 
mentioned for densification and development which would destroy the ambience and historical character 
of the neighbourhood. 

I believe that the proposed HRA is in direct opposition to the goals of the Heritage Conservation Area. 
Taking one modest 1940 home on a standard lot, moving it forward to the street, cutting it in half and 
squeezing in an oversize carriage home to create three stratified dwellings with only two parking spaces 
is stretching the credibility of the HCA and the goodwill of the neighbours to the limit. I think that these 
forms of development and densification cannot co-exist with the Heritage Conservation Area. It is 
heretical to think that we are conserving anything but the so-called right of developers to destroy our HCA 
and our neighbourhood through a "backdoor" misuse of an HRA. 

Rosanne Hood 
Executive Board Member, New Westminster Heritage Preservation Society, and 
NWPHS Nominee to the Community Heritage Commission 
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Britney Quail

From: sherri summers 
Sent: Sunday, July 21, 2019 7:13 PM
To: Britney Quail
Subject: 515 4th St HRA is inappropriate

Britney, 

I am writing in opposition to the proposed HRA for 515 4th street. 

The proposal contradicts one of the stated objectives of an HRA. More specifically objective #2 which states; 
“Ensure that HRAs are used appropriately, and that they balance both public and private benefits.” This HRA as 
proposed is not appropriate as it is entirely to the financial benefit of the developer. There is no win, no benefit 
to the community. The additional density will certainly not be affordable housing, it will likely add 5 more cars 
onto street parking, it will not enhance the streetscape & there is virtually no outdoor space. I do not understand 
what benefit the City perceives in allowing this HRA to proceed. Just because you can does not always mean 
you should. 

For the record, I am not a resident of the Queen’s Park neighbourhood. I live in Sapperton McBride at  
Harvey St. I would be equally concerned about a similar proposal in my neighborhood, or any other 
neighbourhood in New Westminster. I believe in density & flexible housing options but cramming this type of 
development into single family neighbourhoods does not support livable neighbourhoods.  

I sincerely urge the city to reconsider the appropriateness of this development & the impact of setting a 
precedent for the mis-use of an HRA. 

Sincerely, 
Sherri Summers  
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Open House Feedback for 515 Fourth Street. New Westminster 

Please complete this form and deposit it in the collection box at the sign-in area. If you feel more 
comfortable , you can also forward your comments to Britney Quail at bquail(5)newwestcity.ca by July 
19, 2019. All the feedback collected will be submitted to the City of New Westminster and will be part of 
the public record for the Heritage Revitalization Agreement (HRA) for 515 Fourth Street. 

Please tell us about yourself (optional): 
Your name and contact information will not be disclosed publicly. 

v  ^  STWAW "V^VVA/ya^ 

Address:  ^ ^  \  .  

Email: 

Name: 

Sage Construction has applied for an HRA at 515 Fourth Street to allow for the current home to be 
restored and duplexed, and to build third primary dwelling on the lot. Please provide your feedback on 
this proposal: 
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Open House Feedback for 515 Fourth Street. New Westminster 

Please complete this form and deposit it in the collection box at the sign-in area. If you feel more 
comfortable , you can also forward your comments to Britney Quail at bquail@newwestcity.ca by July 
19, 2019. All the feedback collected will be submitted to the City of New Westminster and will be part of 
the public record for the Heritage Revitalization Agreement (HRA) for 515 Fourth Street. 

Please tell us about yourself (optional): 
Your name and contact information will not be disclosed publicly. 

Name:T^\ ClO q ^qrVl - 6iOJ~bO tV 

 C o\\f>04> ( r V  ̂ A S V©- ,  ̂C. Address: i 

Email: 

Sage Construction has applied for an HRA at 515 Fourth Street to allow for the current home to be 
restored and duplexed, and to build third primary dwelling on the lot. Please provide your feedback on 
this proposal: 
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Open House Feedback for 515 Fourth Street, New Westminster 

Please complete this form and deposit it in the collection box at the sign-in area. If you feel more 
comfortable , you can also forward your comments to Britney Quail at bquail@newwestcity.ca by July 
19, 2019. All the feedback collected will be submitted to the City of New Westminster and will be part of 
the public record for the Heritage Revitalization Agreement (HRA) for 515 Fourth Street. 

Please tell us about yourself (optional): 
Your name and contact information will not be disclosed publicly. 

' <" QAdJLuti 
 (Locceas. Cfcr. 

Name: 

Address: 

Email: 

Sage Construction has applied for an HRA at 515 Fourth Street to allow for the current home to be 
restored and duplexed, and to build third primary dwelling on the lot. Please provide your feedback on 
this proposal: 
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Open House Feedback for 515 Fourth Street. New Westminster 

Please complete this form and deposit it in the collection box at the sign-in area. If you feel more 
comfortable , you can also forward your comments to Britney Quail at bquail(5)newwestcity.ca by July 
19, 2019. All the feedback collected will be submitted to the City of New Westminster and will be part of 
the public record for the Heritage Revitalization Agreement (HRA) for 515 Fourth Street, 

Please tell us about yourself (optional): 
Vour name and contact information will not be disclosed publicly. 

Name: tv) IL-L I AitCSi. 

Address: -

Em

Sage Construction has applied for an HRA at 515 Fourth Street to allow for the current home to be 
restored and duplexed, and to build third primary dwelling on the lot. Please provide your feedback on 
this proposal: 
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Open House Feedback for 515 Fourth Street. New Westminster 

Please complete this form and deposit it in the collection box at the sign-in area. If you feel more 
comfortable , you can also forward your comments to Britney Quail at bquail@newwestcity.ca by July 
19, 2019. All the feedback collected will be submitted to the City of New Westminster and will be part of 
the public record for the Heritage Revitalization Agreement (HRA) for 515 Fourth Street. 

Please tell us about yourself (optional): 
Your name and contact information will not be disclosed publicly. 

Name: C6 C2i-f 

Address: (OCAS 

Cr r^C^j 

llow for the current home to be 
restored and duplexed, and to build third primary dwelling on the lot. Please provide your feedback 
this proposal: 
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Open House Feedback for 515 Fourth Street, New Westminster 

Please complete this form and deposit it in the collection box at the sign-in area. If you feel more 
comfortable , you can also forward your comments to Britney Quail at bquail(5)newwestcity.ca by July 
19, 2019. All the feedback collected will be submitted to the City of New Westminster and will be part of 
the public record for the Heritage Revitalization Agreement (HRA) for 515 Fourth Street. 

Please tell us about yourself (optional): 
Your name and contact Information will not be disclosed publicly. 

""iprNl P*t2, A Cx) L-L— Name; 

S /W-g— Address: 

Email: 

Sage Construction has applied for an HRA at 515 Fourth Street to allow for the current home to be 
restored and duplexed, and to build third primary dwelling on the lot. Please provide your feedback on 
this proposal: 
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Open House Feedback for 515 Fourth Street. New Westminster 

Please complete this form and deposit it in the collection box at the sign-in area. If you feel more 
comfortable , you can also forward your comments to Britney Quail at bquail(S)newwestcity.ca by July 
19, 2019. All the feedback collected will be submitted to the City of New Westminster and will be part of 
the public record for the Heritage Revitalization Agreement (HRA) for 515 Fourth Street. 

Please tell us about yourself (optional): 
Your name and contact information will not be disclosed publicly. 
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Sage Construction has applied for an HRA at 515 Fourth Street to allow for the current home to be 
restored and duplexed, and to build third primary dwelling on the lot. Please provide your feedback on 
this proposal: 
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Appendix 7 

Queen’s Park Residents Association 
Response Letter 
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July 18, 2019 

 

To Ms. Britney Quail, 

The Queen’s Park Residents Association held a General Meeting on Sunday, June 23rd, 2019.  As 
requested by the City Planning Department, prior to our meeting Sage Construction, owned by James 
Wise and his sons, held an “Open House” regarding the Heritage Revitalization Agreement (HRA) 
application for a property Sage Construction owns at 515 Fourth Street.  The HRA application 
information was also part of the agenda and included a PowerPoint presentation followed by time for 
discussion.   

The power point presentation addressed:  
Setbacks – rear and front which require moving the house on site 
Density – an infill house: transferring from the 10% to .20 fsr to create a larger infill house 
Ownership – 3 homes for sale using the strata model 
Parking – reduction of the onsite parking from 3 to 2 spaces 
Through the power point presentation Elana Zysblat of Ance Building Services described the moving 
forward, placement and setbacks of the existing home on the 62 X 100 ft. lot and the new paint scheme 
of an off white body with black trim and red door.  The existing house will be divided into a duplex, one 
utilizing part of the main floor and the entire upper floor and the other will encompass the remainder of 
the main floor and the basement.  There will be 1 large infill house facing Regina Street. 
Kirsten Sutton’s (D3 Dimension Drafting and Design) component of the power point presentation also 
dealt with the relocation of the existing house and promoted the densification as family friendly 
affordable units. 
Unit 1    2031 sf with a 298 sf yard 
Unit 2    1612 sf with 345 sf yard 
Unit 3     1189 sf with 435 sf yard 
 
A motion was moved and carried by the 51 members in attendance in a vote of 50 to 1 to not support 
the HRA for the property of 515 Fourth Street.   

• The membership found all aspects of this development lack any benefit to the neighbourhood, 
are contrary to the heritage character of the houses and streetscape of the neighbourhood and 
violate the overall intent of the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area as embraced by its 
residents.  The variances are too numerous and detrimental to the protection of the heritage of 
the Queen’s Park neighbourhood and show a complete lack of respect for the residents that live 
here.  There is no bonus or win for heritage in this project.  

 

1. Setbacks: 
There is overwhelming opposition to moving the existing house on its lot.  The reduction of the 
front and side yards would result in the loss of the neighbourhood’s heritage streetscape and 
would greatly reduce the green space valued by the neighbourhood.  The moving of the existing 
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house on the lot would be incongruous with the siting of any of the other nearby homes facing 
Fourth Street. 

2. Density: 
The creation of a duplex and this large infill house is not light infill in the eyes of the neighbours.  
The transfer of the extra 10 to 20 % of the FSR from the existing building to the infill house is too 
great and creates an oversized massing for the new dwelling which will be situated on a lot 
facing Regina St.  The density transfer is detrimental to the neighbourhood, especially if 3 
dwellings on a 6000 sf. lot are considered acceptable for an HRA.  This does not fit with a single 
family neighbourhood protected by an HCA.  The density bonus that allows for the creation of a 
multi - family lot is not a win for heritage nor the neighbourhood, but rather a win only for the 
developer in the form of monetary gain. 

3. Ownership: 
There is no need to duplex and stratify the main house when it is a perfectly good family home 
as is it currently exists.  Taking a viable house of this size and making it into inappropriate 
housing for profit is unacceptable to the neighbours and the neighbourhood. 

4. Parking: 
The variance for the reduction to 2 off street parking spaces instead of 3 is also unacceptable.  
Home owners actually want their own off street parking.   This reduction of the on-site parking 
will mean that all other cars from this overly densified, crowded property will have to park on 
the street and may result in the addition of as many as an extra 4 cars parking on the street.  
(Even Evo cars need to park somewhere.) 
 

 
There is also a real concern in the neighbourhood that this HRA proposal will set a precedent for future 
projects and that it will raise the prices of homes even more because properties in the HCA will be seen 
as increased density development sites.  This is the start of a slippery slope that the residents do not 
want.  It is why they supported the Heritage Conservation Area to protect and maintain the heritage 
character of this single family neighbourhood. 

 
                                     
                                        

Sincerely, 

Kathleen Langstroth 

QPRA President 

 

CC: Advisory Planning Commission 

      Mayor and Council 

     Ms. Emilie Adin; Director of Development Services 
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Appendix 8 

Policy and Regulations Related to this 
Application 
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POLICY AND REGULATIONS 
 
 
Official Community Plan (OCP) Land Use Designation 
 
The Official Community Plan (OCP) designation for this site is Residential: Detached 
and Semi-Detached which allows low density residential, primarily in the form of single 
detached dwellings with secondary suites, duplexes, and accessory dwelling units (e.g. 
laneway house, carriage house). The OCP also indicates that, through a Heritage 
Revitalization Agreement (HRA), a property may be eligible for incentives (e.g. a smaller 
minimum lot size, an increase in density, or reduced parking requirements) which would 
make it viable to conserve assets with heritage merit. The proposed application is 
consistent with the OCP designation for this site. 
 
Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area 
 
The subject property is protected through the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area. 
The proposed Heritage Designation and HRA would provide a higher level of protection, 
design control, and development regulations than the Heritage Conservation Area. The 
additional protection and small-scale infill proposed is consistent with the goals of the 
Heritage Conservation Area: to encourage retention of existing heritage buildings and 
ensure change is appropriate to the heritage character of those buildings.  
 
Zoning Bylaw 
 
The zoning for the site is RS-4 Queen’s Park Single Detached Dwelling District. The 
intent of this district is to allow single detached dwellings with secondary suites and a 
laneway or carriage house. In this zone, the maximum floor space ratio (FSR) for 
principal houses which are protected under the Heritage Conservation Area is 0.7. An 
additional 0.1 FSR of the lot area is available for a laneway or carriage house. Though no 
additional density is requested, the proposed application would require relaxations to the 
Zoning Bylaw. As such, a Heritage Revitalization Agreement is required to permit the 
proposal. 
 
Heritage Revitalization Agreement 
 
A Heritage Revitalization Agreement (HRA) is a negotiated agreement between the City 
and a property owner for the purposes of heritage conservation. In exchange for long-
term legal protection through a Heritage Designation Bylaw and exterior restoration, 
certain zoning relaxations are considered. An HRA does not change the zoning of the 
property, rather it adds a new layer which identifies the elements of the zone that are 
being varied or supplemented. An HRA is not legally precedent setting as each one is 
unique to a specific site. 
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Heritage Designation Bylaw 

A Heritage Designation Bylaw is a form of land use regulation that places long-term legal 
protection on the land title of a property. Any changes to the exterior or site of a property 
which is protected by Designation Bylaw must first receive approval from City Council 
(or its delegate) through a Heritage Alteration Permit (HAP).  
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Appendix 9 

Overview of City Infill Program Components 
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Overview of City Infill Program Components 

Standard Infill Program: Laneway and Carriage Houses  
Eligible properties: RS-1, RS-4, NR-1 (approximately 6,000 properties city-wide) 
Level of heritage protection required: None 

This level of infill development is permitted for the majority of single-detached dwelling 
properties on the mainland of New Westminster. The infill program was adopted by 
Council in 2016, and the authority to approve construction under this program is 
delegated to staff. Therefore, no community consultation or Council review is required. 
This level of infill is considered an entitlement to property owners in this zone, and 
requires only a Building Permit and a delegated Development Permit. No heritage 
protection is required to access this level of infill. Therefore, demolition of the building is 
permitted as an entitlement of the property owner. This program permits: 

- total of 3 dwelling units on site;
- construction of a carriage house in the rear yard, up to 0.1 FSR;
- a transfer of up to 0.05 FSR from principal dwelling to the accessory dwelling  up

to a maximum of 958 sq.ft. (89 sq.m.), and if there is a corresponding decrease
from the principal dwelling;

- a secondary suite in the principal house, if the unit is rental and smaller than 968
sq. ft. (90 sq.m.); and

- two off-street parking spaces for three dwelling units.

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area Incentives Program 
Eligible properties: Protected RS-4 properties (approximately 400 properties) 
Level of heritage protection required: Heritage Conservation Area protection 

This program was adopted by Council in 2018, and the authority to approve the use of the 
incentives program has generally been delegated to staff. Therefore, no community 
consultation is required and in most cases Council review is also not required. In addition 
to a standard Building Permit, a Heritage Alteration Permit is commonly required to 
authorize construction of projects under this program. The incentives are only accessible 
to protected properties in the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area. This standing 
provides a certain level of protection (i.e. demolition of the building is permitted, only 
with the approval of Council). This program permits: 

- an increase of 0.2 FSR for the principal house;
- no limit on the FSR transferrable from the principal dwelling to the accessory

dwelling, as long as total site density does not exceed 958 sq.ft. (89 sq.m.), and if
there is a corresponding decrease from the principal dwelling; and

- a policy to support relaxations or variance applications for massing related zoning
regulations (such as setbacks) in order to facilitate infill under the standard
program, or additional FSR on the primary dwelling.

Relaxations Requested through a Heritage Revitalization Agreement 
Eligible properties: By application only 
Level of heritage protection required: Heritage Designation Bylaw 
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This level of infill development is permitted on a case-by-case basis only, and is only 
approvable by Council. The policy governing the use of HRAs was adopted in 2011. This 
policy includes substantial incentives, such as smaller minimum lot size (i.e. small-lot 
subdivision), increases in density, alternate building forms, change in tenure options, and 
reduced parking requirements. In exchange, the applicant must agree to conservation and 
full legal protection of a building with heritage merit. Buildings with this level of heritage 
protection are not permitted to be demolished.  
In exchange for additional protection designation affords, the house in this application, 
the applicant is negotiating the following in the HRA process:  

- change of tenure of all three units;
- that the second unit in the principal building be larger than 968 sq. ft. (90sq.m.);

and
- that the infill/accessory buliding be larger than 968 sq. ft. (90 sq.m.).

Though no additional density is being requested in the application at this stage. 
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Appendix 10 

Graphic Representation of Proposed Duplex 
Setback 
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Heritage Conservation Plan      ::      515 Fourth Street New Westminster, BC          ::         March 2019                           

 

___________________________________________________________________________________ 
Ance Building Services   ::  739 Campbell Avenue, Vancouver BC V6A 3K7  tel:  604.722.3074   ::   Page !14

Relocation impacts 

The proposed new location of 515 Fourth Street (see footprint in red on aerial below) increases 
the visibility and prominence of the historic house from both Fourth and Regina Streets and 
aligns in siting with the Revival style historic houses on either side - the 1930 house at 509 Fourth 
Street and the 1928 house at 323 Regina Street (outlined in red on the aerial below).

Aerial source: google maps satellite view.  

Proposed new location of 515 Fourth and current locations of next door houses applied by author.
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From:
To: External-Post Master - Pln
Subject: 515 4th Street
Date: Friday, September 13, 2019 5:27:13 PM

To:        Members of the Planning Advisory Commission

Re:         Development Application for 515  4th Street, New Westminster

I am writing in support of the application to create a duplex with the existing 1940 Rankin House at

515 4th  Street, Queens’ Park, New Westminster,  and to build an infill house on the back of the
property facing Regina Street as described in the APC Package of September 17, 2019.

As the property will be protected under an HRA, special attention should be given to protect
character defining elements that are listed in the Statement of Significance. And, as the Rankin
House will also be designated  under a Heritage Designation Bylaw, the owner should be required to
conserve and maintain and/or restore any original elements of the house that may have been lost

and/or replaced since the Rankin House was build, especially on the elevations that face 4th Street or
Regina Street.

Following the principles in the Standards and Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic Places in
Canada, the infill building should be distinct and subordinate to the historic place. The current design
for the infill building is subordinate to the Rankin House, although designed with “the traditional
architectural character found in Queen’s Park” (page 22, Design Rationale) . Every effort must be
made to ensure that the infill building is not viewed as a ‘heritage’ building,  but as a contemporary
home built in the early 21st century.

I support the sensitive and modest densification of New Westminster’s single family neighbourhoods
as the ability for young families to live in quieter neighbouhoods away from main arterials roads has
become unachievable for this generation. I also fully support the relaxation of on-site parking
requirements as more and more residents are no longer reliant on private vehicles for
transportation.

Respectfully submitted,

Jan Fialkowski

 8th Avenue
New Westminster, BC, V3M 2R5
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From: Kimberly Jansz 
Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2019 9:24 PM
To: External-Post Master - Pln
Cc: Britney Quail
Subject: 515 4th Street HRA

I am writing to share my opposition to the HRA for the property at 515 Fourth Street. 

This proposal does not in any way align with a Heritage Conservation Area that we, the 
QP residents supported.  The HCA is there to protect and maintain the heritage 
character and street scape of the neighbourhood and in my view, all HRA requests in 
Queens Park should support and align with the HCA and respect the heritage qualities of 
the area.  

Simply put, this property is not the right fit for the proposed plans and certainly will not 
create family friendly affordable units as described.  The property is too small for an infill 
house of the requested size, this is not light infill, there is no need to stratify the main 
house, the parking will be an issue with 3 properties - consider 3 couples and 6 cars with 
2 parking spaces and it is not in alignment with an HRA to 'conserve property of heritage 
merit'.   

I get that the owners want to make money from their property, there is nothing wrong 
with that.  Fact is this is a protected area with an HCA and people come to live here for 
that reason alone, they love heritage, the streetscape and green space between the 
homes and are not interested in living in a highly densified area. 

This proposal just doesn't fit and i'm certain there are alternatives that would be 
mutually beneficial to the owners and the QP area residents should there be an 
opportunity to revisit the plans.  

Thank you. 

Kimberly Jansz 
QP Resident 

S22
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From: Gary Mockler
To: Jonathan Cote; Chinu Das; Patrick Johnstone; Jaimie McEvoy; Nadine Nakagawa; Chuck Puchmayr; Mary

Trentadue; External-Post Master - Pln
Subject: 515 Fourth St HRA proposal
Date: Wednesday, September 11, 2019 4:21:23 PM

To: Mayor, Council, and other relevant parties

Hello, I live in the Queen's Park Heritage Conservation Area in a heritage home that we have
lovingly renovated and restored over the past three decades. I have become aware of the
proposed development at 515 Fourth Street, a heritage protected property located in the
Queen's Park Conservation Area. I am writing to you because I have serious concerns with
this development application. 

In my view, this proposal is extremely weighted to provide financial benefits to the developer,
with little regard for the newly established QPHCA requirements, the adjacent residents and
larger neighborhood, the lovely streetscape, and the preservation of important green space.
The sheer number of allowance requests for setbacks, density massing, stratification, and
parking indicate the extraordinary measures that have to be taken to facilitate an infill house
on this property. The existing home on this modest lot is already protected to a great degree
because it falls within the protected category of the QPHCA and has great potential to be
restored and renovated to become a charming single-family detached home. Many residents of
this neighborhood have taken on just this type of project with great benefits to this unique
heritage community.  

It seems to me that, in many cases, whenever homeowners or developers want to ignore the
city's laneway/carriage house rules, they can simply apply for an HRA and ask for all kinds of
allowances. The laneway/carriage house rules state explicitly that additional homes on a
heritage property must be no more than 958 sq feet and must not be stratified. In this case, for
example, the developer is asking for an infill house that is 1304 sq feet, a full 36% increase
over what is allowed. The city staff supported this huge increase in size and many other
allowances, including stratification. As an aside, it is also worth mentioning that not only do
HRA applicants ask for the moon and get supported, the agreements made are not always
upheld. Consider, as just one example, the recent case where HRA applicants on 5th Street
agreed to heritage appropriate wood windows on their primary heritage home and were not
required to uphold their agreement due to a lack of available applicant funds, adding paint to
their vinyl windows instead. Interestingly, there was enough funds in that case for the
applicant to build a large infill home, but not to fulfill their agreement regarding the main
heritage home being revitalized.  In sum, I am very concerned that HRAs are being used to
support private benefits, not the public good.  I have reread the Heritage Revitalization
Agreement Planning requirements on the City's Website and this document states explicitly
that acceptable HRAs must balance public and private benefits. In the proposal for 515 Fourth
Street, there is no such balance and the proposal should be rejected. The developer reaps huge
financial benefits due to stratification and density and the neighborhood loses:  A lovely,
already protected and restorable, storybook style home set in a perfect manner on the lot ends
up with a large infill structure pushed in at the back in an awkward manner that creates a
crowded unappealing streetscape. 

The Queen's Park Resident's Association has reviewed this 4th Street proposal, identified
numerous valid concerns, and recommended almost unanimously to reject the proposal. I am
in full agreement with the issues they have identified in their letter to the Mayor and Council
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dated July 12, 2019. I urge all concerned to seriously consider the important issues raised in
their letter, and mine, and respect the rules and spirit of the QPHCA. Extreme proposals of the
type put forth by this developer set a poor precedent for future development in our wonderful
protected neighborhood. 

Respectfully, 
Gary Mockler

 Second St. New Westminster
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From: Sheilah Harris
To: External-Post Master - Pln
Subject: 515 Fourth Street HRA
Date: Friday, September 13, 2019 6:26:38 AM

To New West City Staff and Council,

In regards to the above proposed HRA, I wish to express my opposition to some of the main features of this
proposal. While I am in favour of increasing density and stratification in the neighbourhood in general, I object to
the relaxing off-sets required to achieve these. For the two immediate neighbours, relaxing the front and side yard
off-sets would be unreasonable (especially on the Regina St. side)and on the Fourth Street side would negatively
affect the look of the street as a whole. It would be unnecessarily awkward.

The two properties on Fifth Street with carriage houses (one still to come) are better examples of how this kind of
density could be achieved successfully. I believe the owner on Fourth Street should rethink her/his plans for
densification and I wish her/him well.

Best regards,
Sheilah Harris

 St. Patrick Street
New Westminster

Sent from my iPad
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From: Nicole Darveau
To: External-Post Master - Pln
Subject: 515 fourth street
Date: Friday, September 13, 2019 1:01:40 PM

I live at regina street which is right next door to 515 fourth street
I strongly oppose to this project.   Our street (regina) and fourth street are single family house not duplex.  There is
hardly any parking as it is.  Adding 3 more families to the area, will make it impossible to even park in front of our
house.   The shadow study in the city plan do not show how our property will be impacted by adding a house right
next to the only window that we have on this side of the house

I do not believe that building these 3 houses will help young professionals to move in our area.  It will not be
affordable for them.  I believe this project is about profit.
I do not want to see queens park turn in like the city of Vancouver, where neighbours do not have any privacy.
Thank you
Nicole Darveau

 regina street
Sent from my iPhone
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Corporation of the City of New Westminster September 13, 2019 

Advisory Planning Commission 

Subject:   515 Fourth Street: Heritage Revitalization Agreement Application HER00716 

Commission Members: 

I have reviewed the current proposal for 515 Fourth Street and have a number of comments.  I attended the 
Community Heritage Commission meeting of May 1 as well as the presentation by the developer to the Queens 
Park Resident’s Association.  On September 4 I met with the Planning Department to confirm basic information. 

I would first like to restate the City’s own applicable Zoning Bylaw. 

313 Single Detached Residential District (Queen’s Park) (RS-4) 
The intent of this district is to support the objectives of the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area, 
designated in the Official Community Plan.  This district provides additional density for lots developed 
with Queen’s Park Advanced Category Houses, the preservation of which makes a significant 
contribution to the heritage value of the conservation area.  This district allows single detached 
dwellings, secondary suites, and detached accessory dwellings in the Queen’s Park neighbourhood. 

313      .2 Single Detached Residential Districts RS – 4 Regulations 
Development of lots zoned RS-4 shall comply with the regulations and requirements of the Single 
Detached Residential Dwelling District (RS-1) except that in the case of a lot on which a Queen’s Park 
Advanced Category House is located: 

(a) the maximum floor space ratio is 0.7;

In reviewing all of the material available I have the following observations and comments: 

1. Ownership
The proposal combines a primary residence and detached accessory dwelling unit.  The primary building
however has been expanded significantly and converted to a duplex with one unit above the other.  This
“Heritage Duplex” will have separate owners.  The detached accessory dwelling unit or Infill House will
also have a separate owner.  As a result there will be three owners on a single lot of 6,044 square feet.
This contradicts the City’s position (confirmed at my meeting on September 4) that ancillary or infill
buildings cannot have a separate ownership from the primary building.

This initiative is for one reason only – to maximize the amount of saleable square footage “product”
clustered onto a single property allowing the proponent to walk away from the development once it is
sold.  There is a problematic question as to how the three unit-owners can deal with this arrangement.

2. Floor Space Ratio and Site Planning
The Zoning Bylaw clearly indicates a maximum FSR of 0.7 so this proposal contravenes the zoning
regulations.  The current proposal, revised from the one presented to the Community Heritage
Commission identifies an FSR of 0.8.  I assume that an FSR of 0.7 reflects some community or heritage
benefit and increasing it to 0.8 suggests something very special.  The current developer-driven FSR is
achieved by:
 moving the Rankin House towards 4th Street resulting in a front yard of 10 feet versus a zoning

minimum of 19 feet,
 expanding the sides and rear of the Rankin House resulting in a total gross area of 3,614 ft2,
 adding an infill house behind the Rankin House with a total gross area of 1,189 ft2,
 providing parking for only two living units – an example of site-cramming,
 providing absolute minimum areas for designated outdoor space – a further example of site-

cramming.
The suggestion in the Planning Department documentation that “This meets the intent of the of the City’s 
family friendly housing policy” is questionable.  This policy is not merely about the number of bedrooms 
provided but the overall quality of indoor and outdoor life for those residents.  Private green space is an 
appropriate expectation total compromised in this proposal.   
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3. Community or Heritage Benefit
From the material provided by the proponent there is only one initiative for improving the heritage
character of the Rankin House and that is the removal of the existing aluminium siding.  This is a weak
rationale for any kind of bonus to the proponent.  Most purchasers of a heritage home would immediately
consider the removal of non-original cladding, just as I did with my 1909 home decades ago.  It should be
understood that the proponent would have no option but to remove the aluminium siding as part of any
expansion because you simply cannot, nor would you want to purchase additional outdated material to
clad the addition(s).  The removal of the aluminium siding is a benefit to both the builder and the
community, but not one that should entitle the proponent to an FSR bonus to even 0.7 let alone 0.8.

The Notice Card informing the neighbourhood of the Advisory Planning Commission Meeting states that
“As part of this application, the existing heritage house would be restored and legally protected through
a Heritage Designation Bylaw”.  The expansion and conversion of the Rankin House from a single-family
dwelling to a duplex cannot be considered a restoration or worthy of “legal protection”.

4. Precedence
The most disturbing thing about this application is the potential setting of precedents that go well beyond
anyone’s expectations of the new Queen’s Park Heritage Conversation Area:
 The ownership model being proposed by the proponent is problematic.  Strata title is inappropriate

for this size of lot and will only create conflict down the road for the owners.  Dividing a single home
into an up/down duplex is additionally troubling in terms of the precedent it would set throughout
Queen’s Park.

 Disregarding well-established FSR targets, especially for questionable heritage value, is a move that
would attract more developers into Queen’s Park and result in fewer homes being sold to individuals
who are interested in improving the house and making it their family home.  This is exactly what we
are seeing with the current proposal.

 Zoning regulations could become less effective.  The Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area allows
initiatives that can sidestep or get around the intent of the Zoning Bylaws.  This means that developers
could target Queen’s Park versus other parts of the City because regulations are more “fluid”.

I am an architect and for the past 42 years have been a resident of Queen’s Park.  When the City first started 
discussions on the Queen’s Park Heritage Conversation Area I was supportive and attended all of the public 
sessions.  I came away from those meetings with an understanding of the vision and intent.  I see this reflected in 
the formal documentation of the Conservation Area but totally missing in EVERY aspect of the proposal for 515 
Fourth Street.  This proposal is only testing how much space a developer can build and sell on a single parcel of 
land.  In the process reasonable and well-tested FSRs, front-yard setbacks, appropriate parking accommodation, 
and understandings between the City and the residents of Queen’s Park have been totally disregarded.  This is a 
clear example of uninhibited site-stuffing disregarding the intent of both the Zoning Bylaw and the Queen’s Park 
Heritage Conversation Area guidelines.  The unfortunate outcome of this proposal is that a very attractive home is 
now converted to a number of units that will only act as interim residences while the families look for better and 
larger accommodation – ironically something possibly the size and style of the existing Rankin House. 

Reference has been made to making Queen’s Park more affordable.  This is achievable within the guidelines of the 
Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area.  Until this proponent can commit to an actual selling price any 
conversation around affordability is premature and possibly misleading.  We all understand the issue of 
affordability but the type of development being proposed is not what families are looking for in Queen’s Park, nor 
does it reflect Council’s expectations of the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area. 

Respectfully submitted 
Gary Boychuk  

 4th Street, New Westminster. 
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From: The Hutsons
To: External-Post Master - Pln
Subject: APC re: 515 Fourth Stree
Date: Friday, September 13, 2019 10:47:26 AM

Hello APC:

I have already sent a letter to the CHC and as I am unsure if that letter transfers with committees
here is another.

I wish to voice opposition to the project at 515 Fourth Street.

I am not sure if the developer set out to do this exact project or if Planning provided the hope that
three units could be realized through an HRA.

Bottom line what were they (all involved) thinking!?

First, I would like to dispel any notions that the QP residents’ opposition is protectionism and
elitism.  Some have heard those words from some councillors and a few other RAs.  Very rude.

The opposition is heartfelt and measured. 

We are not ignorant that density is the future. We are versed on the OCP.  We know that other
neighbourhoods are densifying and that we should be expected to accept our share of such. (
Sentiments voiced by the city as though it is some kind of burden that everyone has to incur. Like
taxes.)

However, unlike other New Westminster neighbourhoods, Queens Park is a Heritage Conservation
Area.  After years of studies and an emotional hood argument the HCA was achieved.

So when we learn of a project that will result in three units drastically reducing green space and
involving all sorts of variances and setbacks…. we ask HOW did this happen?

How can stratification- created as a possible incentive under the HCA- be tabled during one city
council meeting now be considered for an HRA?

Yes. Yes. You can do that kind of stuff with an HRA but what are the optics?  That an HRA can use
heritage to abuse the very heritage the HCA purports to protect?

This project reminds me of the Urban Academy proposal where they wanted to build a far too large
new school on a far too small lot.

This is a size 10 project on a size 7 lot.

It’s an overreach. And is an example of the negative outcomes that come with the misuse of an HRA.
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The house was not in danger of demolition.   It is an affront to the residents of Queens Park who
worked so hard to retain our heritage resources.  Do councillors understand that  QP is a tourism
draw and has yet to realize its full potential as an economic driver?

We need to protect that potential.

Yes. Density is coming. 
.
But….. It needs to be managed not imposed via suspect HRAs.

Ideally the house would not be moved but restored with a rare three-bedroom basement  suite so
needed in Queens Park.

(If the developer insisted -using legal means- that he needed to move the house…then retain the
single house with a suite and a smaller infill.)

I have sat on the CHC  as an NWHPS rep.  I know the good that can come from thoughtful HRAs. 

This HRA needs rethinking.  A lot.

Thanks,

Catherine Hutson
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From: Norma Spence
To: External-Post Master - Pln
Subject: Attention Advisory Committee
Date: Thursday, September 12, 2019 2:56:34 PM

Advisory Planning Commission
C/O Development Services—Planning Division
511 Royal Avenue, New Westminster, BC V3L1H9

I am not in support of the Heritage Revitalization Agreement at 515 Fourth Street, New 
Westminster BC

The development of the home, as requested by the developer, would result in an over 
densification of the property.  Further, it would destroy the heritage value of the home.  The 
single family home exists in the Heritage Conservation Area of Queens Park and is in the 
protected category.

 The applicant wants to stratify the duplex and create an infill house which is not consistent 
with the incentives in the heritage protected area. 

 This request would set a very significant precedent in the neighbourhood.  It does not enhance 
or sustain heritage but instead deters heritage in the neighbourhood.

The Heritage Revitilization Act should not be used as a simple method to subdivide lots.

Norma Spence

 Fourth Street
New Westminster,  V3L2V4
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From: Cathy McFarland
To: Jonathan Cote; Nadine Nakagawa; Chuck Puchmayr; Mary Trentadue; External-Post Master - Pln;

cda@newwestcity.ca; Patrick Johnstone; Jaimie McEvoy
Subject: Development proposal for 515 Fourth Street
Date: Saturday, September 7, 2019 1:28:44 PM

Hello, My name is Cathy McFarland and I have resided at Second St in
Queen's Park for 32 years. I am deeply committed to maintaining the
heritage quality of our neighborhood and have spent most of my adult
life attempting to restore our 1909 single-family heritage house. I
consider myself a custodian of a loved and cared for heritage home that
hopefully will be here for others to enjoy long after I have gone. I was
truly elated and proud when the city voted unanimously to create a
protected heritage area for this beautiful and unique community.  Today,
I am feeling extremely disheartened about how the city is proceeding
with development in this protected area. There seems to be a mission on
the part of the city to create higher density within New Westminster by
targeting this special community for high density projects. There are
many ways to increase density in a city, and shoving laneway and infill
homes into a small and explicitly protected neighborhood is not a
reasonable way to do this. I feel strongly compelled to write to you to
express my utmost disapproval of the proposed development at 515 Fourth
St. in Queen's Park. Indeed, I was shocked and saddened not only by the
developer's total disrespect for this heritage neighborhood, but by the
city's shepherding of this extreme proposal to this late stage. Yet
again, those of us who wish to preserve this neighborhood are forced to
take action to save an area that is supposed to be under protection
already.  It is difficult to understand why this developer's proposal
was not dismissed in the early stages - the stratification issue alone
is beyond the pale, and there are many other relaxations requested that
are completely inappropriate.
     I have read numerous documents regarding this proposed development
and agree completely with all of the points raised in the letter
provided to you from the President of the Queen's Park Resident
Association dated July 12, 2019. I will not reiterate these same points
here, as they were expressed eloquently and passionately in that
letter,  but just wish to conclude by highlighting a key point - the
house on 4th Street is an excellent example of a lovely single-family
heritage home situated perfectly on a smallish lot with a modest
backyard and it requires nothing but some tender loving care and
restoration that fits within the Queen's Park heritage guidelines. There
is no absolutely no need, or adequate room, to build an infill house on
this lot or to stratify this property in any way. If this developer's
proposal is allowed, in any form, the city will have actively promoted
the slippery slope toward a neighborhood that is nothing but a heritage
"facade."
     Thank you for your time and consideration - I strongly urge you to
respect the virtually unanimous decision of the Queen's Park Resident
Association to reject the HRA for this property. Approval of this
proposal would set a terrible precedent for the future of this
neighborhood.
Sincerely, Cathy McFarland

S22
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Reminder, if you would like to share your opinion on this matter, deadline for written
submissions is tomorrow Friday 13 AND you can attend in person at the Advisory Planning
Commission meeting on Tuesday Sept 17, 6:30 Council Chambers.

Agenda is available here: 
https://www.newwestcity.ca/database/files/library/APC_Package_September_17_2019.pdf

HRA includes:
 moving the existing home to accommodate an infill house
 stratification - existing house turned into a duplex + infill house
 irresponsible densification - infill house including a transfer of density from the
       principal house
 relaxations for front & side yard setbacks
 off street parking - possibly 4 or more
 undefined restoration of existing home

Further Information below:

From: Schellenberg, Devin
To: External-Post Master - Pln
Subject: Fw: REMINDER:  APC Meeting - 515 4th Street
Date: Thursday, September 12, 2019 10:25:07 PM

Dear Advisory Planning Commission,

I am writing to  state that i disagree with the proposed application regarding 515 Fourth Street.
I feel that several aspects of the request are not in keeping with the neighbourhood or the specific Heritage
aspects of the neighbourhood.  I am against both a duplex and an infill home on what is now a single residence.
I completely disagree with relaxing setbacks to accommodate this and I do not support the transfer of density
from the principle home.

I would not object to the creation of a duplex, as long as setbacks and FSR guidelines are adhered to.  That
would allow increased densification without adversely affecting neighbouring residences, the esthetic or the
general livability of the neighbourhood.

Devin

From: Queen's Park Residents' Association <qpra.newwest@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, September 12, 2019 9:24 PM
To: Schellenberg, Devin
Subject: REMINDER:  APC Meeting - 515 4th Street
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Copyright © 2019 Queen's Park Residents' Association, All rights reserved. 
You are receiving this email because you have provided your contact information to the QPRA and indicated a desire to be
contacted about pertinent updates and information. 

Our mailing address is: 
Queen's Park Residents' Association
2 Queens Park
New Westminster, BC V3L 1J9
Canada

Add us to your address book

Want to change how you receive these emails?
You can update your preferences or unsubscribe from this list. 
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From: Matt Meehan
To: External-Post Master - Pln
Cc: Queens Park Residents" Association
Subject: Heritage Proposal for 515 Fourth Street - FINAL
Date: Thursday, September 12, 2019 12:54:54 PM
Attachments: 20190912115802.pdf

 To: Advisory Planning Committee

Hello.  my name is Matt Meehan.
I live at   Regina Street next door to this proposed development.
I do not support this proposal for the following of reasons.

Context Plan & Renderings of the Proposed Development
 I believe that the proposal is too big, out of context and will not fit into the existing
neighbourhood.  But I need a context plan to properly show the impact on my front and back
yards and my windows.  I asked City Planning for a context plan that shows at least the
proposed development as well as my house and my neighbour's home at   Fourth Street.  
There are a lot of "relaxations" proposed by the developer and supported by staff - but it is
hard to assess them without a context plan.    I was told that the City cannot require the
developer to provide such a plan.  I was advised that I could give my consent for the developer
to access my property to survey the location of my home and windows and prepare a context
plan -  which I did provide to the City - but nothing has happened.  

An example of the usefulness of putting this project into context is the rendering by the
developer of the proposed development showing the existing 515 Fourth Street house and
the proposed infill house.  A number of my neighbors have looked at the rendering and
thought that the infill house was my house. (see attachment 1).  This has created confusion as
to what is actually being proposed.  I have asked for the rendering to include my house but
was advised that this is not a requirement for the developer.  I do think these are necessary to
properly assess this proposal.

The heritage Aspect 515 Fourth Street
The house is situated on its lot so that the front door faces onto the corner of Regina and
Fourth Street.  It would seem that this would be an important heritage aspect and why it has
front yard setbacks from both Regina and Fourth Street.  Moving it and then applying standard
front and side yard setbacks will negate this heritage component.  

The City report states that this house has moderate heritage value.  I would ask the City to
determine the ball park value of the benefits that the developer will get it this proposal is
approved i.e. the value of the heritage density and  the numerous relaxations proposed.  I
would think that this is something that the City would want to know as it considers this
proposal.  I know that there is considerable expense in putting in a proper basement, restoring
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the siding and upgrading the electrical - but a lot of my neighbours are faced with similar
expenses and they are not getting financial assistance from the city to do so.

Front yard Setback from 19 feet to 10 feet
This is where a context plan is required.  I would encourage the APC to walk along Regina
Street.  You will see that all the homes are setback 19 feet from the property line.  The
proposal to reduce the setback to 10 feet will impact the visual structure of the street i.e. it
will look odd and out of place.  It will also negatively impact my front yard.

Proposed Stratification into 3 Homes
I don't support stratification in my neighbourhood.  The only reason to so is to monetize the
asset.  At a QPRA meeting I asked the developer and the City to tell me what stratification of
the site would mean and they could not provide an answer.

Community Heritage Commission Comments
The commission reviewed this proposal and advised:

A single house on the property may better preserve the character of the house, and be
more respectful of the existing and dominant density levels in the neighbourhood. 

This proposal for stratification may set a serious precedent for development in the HCA,
and significant opposition has been noted.

Residents and visitors value the greenspace in the Queen's Park area, and the proposed
densification, through the addition of a second building on site, may cause a loss of
greenspace and therefor character in the neighbourhood.

The preservation of heritage value, which is a benefit to the City and the neighbourhood, 
does not appear to be balanced with the benefits provided to the owner in the application. 

This advice sounds very cautionary and not supportive of the proposed development.   I
support the advice of the Community Heritage Commission regarding this proposal, they got it
right.

Matt Meehan
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From: Matt Meehan
To: External-Post Master - Pln
Cc: Queens Park Residents" Association
Subject: Heritage proposal to redevelop 515 Fourth Street
Date: Thursday, September 12, 2019 12:51:49 PM

To: Advisory Planning Committee

Hello.  my name is Matt Meehan and I live at  Regina Street next door to this proposed
development.
I do not support this proposal for a number of reasons.

Context Plan & renderings of the Proposed Development
I asked City Planning for a context plan that shows at least the proposed development as well
as my house and my neighbour's home at

 Fourth Street.   There are a lot of "relaxations" proposed by the developer and supported
by staff - but it is hard to assess them without a context plan.    I was told that the City cannot
require the developer to provide such a plan.  I was advised that I could give my consent for
the developer to access my property to survey the location of my home and windows and
prepare a context plan -  which I did provide to the City but nothing happened.   I need a
context plan to properly assess the impact on my front and back yards and my windows.

the City's report contains rendering of the proposed development showing the existing 515
Fourth Street house and the proposed infill house.  A number of my neighbors have looked at
the rendering and thought that the infill house was my house. (see attachment 1).  This has
created confusion as to what is actually being proposed.  I have asked for the rendering to
include my house but was advised that this is not a requirement for the developer.  I do think
it is necessary to properly assess this proposal.

The heritage aspect 515 Fourth Street
The house is situated on its lot so that the front door faces onto the corner of Regina and
Fourth Street.  It would seem that this would be an important heritage aspect and why it has
front yard setbacks from both Regina and Fourth Street.  Moving it and then applying standard
front and side yard setbacks will negate this heritage component.  

The City report states that this house has moderate heritage value.  I would ask the City to
place a value on the heritage density and  the numerous relaxations
Density Transfer from principal Dwelling to the Infill House
I don't support this transfer which is characterized as a relaxation.

Community Heritage Commission
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The commission reviewed this proposal and advised:

A single house on the property may better preserve the character of the house, and be more
respectful of the existing and dominant density levels in the neighbourhood. 

This proposal for stratification may set a serious precedent for development in the HCA, and
significant opposition has been noted.

Residents and visitors value the greenspace in the Queen's Park area, and the proposed
densification, through the addition of a second building on site, may cause a loss of
greenspace and therefor character in the neighbourhood.

The preservation of heritage value, which is a benefit to the City and the neighbourhood, 
does not appear to be balanced with the benefits provided to the owner in the application.

Proposed Relaxations

Front yard Setback from 19 feet to 10 feet
this is where a context plan is required.  I would encourage the APC to walk along Regina
Street.  You will see that all the homes are setback 19 feet from the property line.  The
proposal to reduce the setback to 10 feet will impact the visual structure of the street i.e. it will
look add and out of place.  in addition it will impact my front yard.

Once the house is moved and standard setback are applied

There is overwhelming opposition to moving of the existing house on its lot.  The
reduction of the front and side yards would result in the loss of the neighbourhood’s
heritage streetscape and would greatly reduce the green space which neighbourhoods
cannot afford to lose.  The moving of the existing house on the lot would be
incongruous with the siting of any of the other nearby homes facing Fourth Street.

1. Density:

The creation of a duplex and this large infill house is not light infill.  The transfer of
the extra 10 to 20 % of the FSR from the existing building to the infill house is too
great and creates an oversized massing for the new dwelling as it is situated on the lot
facing Regina St.  The density transfer is detrimental to the neighbourhood, especially
if 3 dwellings on a 6000 sf. lot are considered acceptable for an HRA. It does not fit in
with a single family neighbourhood protected by an HCA.  The density bonus that
allows for the creation of a multi - family lot is not a win for heritage or the
neighbourhood but rather a win only for the developer in the form of monetary gain.

1. Ownership:
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There is no need to duplex and stratify the main house when it is a perfectly good
family home as is.  Taking a viable house and making it into inappropriate housing for
profit is unacceptable to the neighbours and the neighbourhood.

The density, the parking etc are things this council believes in. Those are arguments will fall
on deaf ears. And council believes they have given the heritage community a lot already by
putting in the QPHCA. 

If I was Nicole and Matt - and what council wants to hear - is how does this layout of the property
affect them? It looks too close to me. Too close, too high, overlook problems etc. I would point out
that the Meehan’s lot is small and this project will affect their privacy. 

Be specific. One thing we noticed too is that the heritage guys often exaggerate and don’t get their
facts straight. In our project, this issue of stratification came up. At no point was our project destined
for stratification yet the heritage guys used it. They wasted everyone’s time including councils.
Council demonstrated their ability to work around the heritage lobby with our project by holding
votes about the issue before third reading. 
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From: Valerie Garbutt
To: External-Post Master - Pln
Subject: Heritage Revitalization Agreement (HER00716)for 515 Fourth Street
Date: Monday, September 2, 2019 11:03:33 PM

This email is in response to an application that has been submitted to the city of New Westminster for a heritage
revitalization agreement at 515 Fourth Street allowing the existing house to become a duplex and allowing a new
infill house to be built facing Regina Street.

We reside at Fourth Street, New Westminster,  and we received a notice from the City asking for the opinion of
property owners in the immediate area. 

We approve of this proposal based on the need for more affordable housing.  The only way this can be accomplished
is by making more creative utilization of existing property.  It’s time for a change.

Valerie and Ted Garbutt
Contact Info. If needed:  

S22

S22
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From: Valerie Garbutt
To: External-Post Master - Pln
Subject: Heritage Revitalization Agreement (HER00716)for 515 Fourth Street
Date: Monday, September 2, 2019 11:03:33 PM

This email is in response to an application that has been submitted to the city of New Westminster for a heritage
revitalization agreement at 515 Fourth Street allowing the existing house to become a duplex and allowing a new
infill house to be built facing Regina Street.

We reside at  Fourth Street, New Westminster,  and we received a notice from the City asking for the opinion of
property owners in the immediate area. 

We approve of this proposal based on the need for more affordable housing.  The only way this can be accomplished
is by making more creative utilization of existing property.  It’s time for a change.

Valerie and Ted Garbutt
Contact Info. If needed:  
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From: Boychuk, Conrad
To: External-Post Master - Pln
Subject: Letter to the Advisory Planning Commission regarding 515 4th Street
Date: Thursday, September 12, 2019 10:12:54 AM
Attachments: 2019_09_12_APC_Gary Boychuk.pdf

Good morning;
Please find attached my letter to the Advisory Planning Commission for the meeting of September

17th.  I will also be speaking at the meeting and will provide a copy of my PowerPoint at least 24
hours beforehand.
Please let me know if you require any additional information.
Best regards
Gary Boychuk

 4th Street
New Westminster

Gary-Conrad Boychuk, Architect UIA S+L, FRAIC, IAKS
Senior Advisor – Venue Development

HDR Architecture Associates, Inc.
500 – 1500 West Georgia Street
Vancouver, BC  V6G 2Z6
D 604.687.1898 M 604 996 6229
conrad.boychuk@hdrinc.com
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Corporation of the City of New Westminster September 12, 2019 


Advisory Planning Commission 
 


Subject:   515 Fourth Street: Heritage Revitalization Agreement Application HER00716 
 


Commission Members: 
 


I have reviewed the current proposal for 515 Fourth Street and have a number of comments.  I attended the 
Community Heritage Commission meeting of May 1, 2019 as well as the presentation by the developer to the 
Queens Park Resident’s Association.  I also visited the Planning Department on September 4 to ensure that my 
basic understanding of the proposal was correct.   
 


I would first like to restate the City’s own applicable Zoning Bylaw.  
 


313 Single Detached Residential District (Queen’s Park) (RS-4) 
The intent of this district is to support the objectives of the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area, 
designated in the Official Community Plan.  This district provides additional density for lots developed 
with Queen’s Park Advanced Category Houses, the preservation of which makes a significant 
contribution to the heritage value of the conservation area.  This district allows single detached 
dwellings, secondary suites, and detached accessory dwellings in the Queen’s Park neighbourhood. 


 


313      .2 Single Detached Residential Districts RS – 4 Regulations 
 Development of lots zoned RS-4 shall comply with the regulations and requirements of the Single 


Detached Residential Dwelling District (RS-1) except that in the case of a lot on which a Queen’s Park 
Advanced Category House is located: 


 


(a) the maximum floor space ratio is 0.7;  
 


In reviewing all of the material available I have the following observations and comments: 
 


1. Ownership 
The proposal combines a primary residence and detached accessory dwelling unit.  The primary building 
however has been expanded significantly and converted to a duplex with one unit above the other.  This 
“Heritage Duplex” will have separate owners.  The detached accessory dwelling unit or Infill House will 
also have a separate owner.  As a result there will be three owners on a single lot of 6,044 square feet.  
This contradicts the City’s position (confirmed at my meeting on September 4) that ancillary buildings 
cannot have a separate ownership from the primary building. 
 


This initiative is for one reason only – to maximize the amount of saleable square footage “product” 
clustered onto a single property allowing the proponent to walk away from the development once it is 
sold.  There is a problematic question as to how the three unit-owners can deal with this arrangement. 
 


2. Floor Space Ratio and Site Planning 
The Zoning Bylaw clearly indicates a maximum FSR of 0.7 so this proposal contravenes the zoning 
regulations.  Material presented to the Community Heritage Commission identifies a possible density of 
0.8 FSR (maximum) which the proponent still exceeds.  I assume that an FSR of 0.7 reflects some 
community or heritage benefit and increasing it to 0.8 suggests something very special.  The current 
developer-driven FSR is achieved by: 
 moving the Rankin House towards 4th Street resulting in a front yard of 10 feet versus a zoning 


minimum of 19 feet – an example of cramming the site, 
 expanding the sides and rear of the Rankin House resulting in a total gross area of 3,612 ft2, 
 adding an infill house behind the Rankin House with a total gross area of 1,304 ft2, 
 providing parking for only two living units – again an issue of site-cramming,  
 providing absolute minimum areas for designated outdoor space – a final example of site-cramming. 
The suggestion in the Planning Department documentation that “This meets the intent of the of the City’s 
family friendly housing policy” is questionable.  This policy is not merely about the number of bedrooms 
provided but the overall quality of indoor and outdoor life for those residents.  Private green space is an 
appropriate expectation total compromised or missing in this proposal.   
 







3. Community or Heritage Benefit 
From the material provided by the proponent there is only one initiative for improving the heritage 
character of the Rankin House and that is the removal of the existing aluminium siding.  This is a weak 
rationale for any kind of bonus to the proponent.  Most purchasers of a heritage home would immediately 
consider the removal of non-original cladding, just as I did with my 1909 home decades ago.  It should be 
understood that the proponent would have no option but to remove the aluminium siding as part of any 
expansion because you simply cannot, nor would you want to purchase additional material to clad the 
additions.  The removal of the aluminium siding is a benefit to both the builder and the community, but 
not one that should entitle the proponent to an FSR bonus to even 0.7 let alone 0.8. 
 
The Notice Card informing the neighbourhood of the Advisory Planning Commission Meeting states that 
“As part of this application, the existing heritage house would be restored and legally protected through 
a Heritage Designation Bylaw”.  The expansion and conversion of the Rankin House from a single-family 
dwelling to a duplex cannot be considered a restoration or worthy of “legal protection”.    
 


4. Precedence 
The most disturbing thing about this application is the potential setting of precedents that go well beyond 
anyone’s expectations with the new Queen’s Park Heritage Conversation Area: 
 The ownership model being proposed by the proponent is not workable.  Strata title is inappropriate 


for this size of lot and will only create conflict down the road for the owners.  Dividing a single home 
into an up/down duplex is additionally troubling in terms of the precedent it would set. 


 Totally disregarding the well-established FSR targets, especially for questionable heritage value, is a 
move that would attract more developers into Queen’s Park and result in fewer homes being sold to 
individuals who are interested in improving the house and making it their family home.  This is exactly 
what we are seeing with the current proposal. 


 Zoning regulations could become less effective.  The Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area allows 
initiatives that can sidestep or get around the intent of the Zoning Bylaws.  This means that developers 
could target Queen’s Park versus other parts of the City because regulations are a bit more “fluid”. 


 
I am an architect and for the past 42 years have been a resident of Queen’s Park.  When the City first started 
discussions on the Queen’s Park Heritage Conversation Area I was supportive and attended all of the public 
sessions.  I came away from those meetings with an understanding of the vision and intent.  I see this reflected in 
the formal documentation of the Conservation Area but totally missing in EVERY aspect of the proposal for 515 
Fourth Street.  This proposal is only testing how much space a developer can build and sell on a single parcel of 
land.  In the process reasonable and well-tested FSRs, front-yard setbacks, appropriate parking accommodation, 
and understandings between the City and the residents of Queen’s Park have been totally disregarded.  This is a 
clear example of uninhibited site-stuffing with a total disregard for the intent of both the Zoning Bylaw and the 
Queen’s Park Heritage Conversation Area guidelines.  The unfortunate outcome of this proposal is that a very 
attractive long-term home where a family has been able to put down roots is now converted to a number of units 
that will only act as interim residences while the families look for better and larger accommodation – ironically 
something possibly the size and style of the existing Rankin House. 
 


Reference has been made to making Queen’s Park more affordable.  This is achievable within the guidelines of the 
Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area.  Until this proponent can commit to an actual selling price any 
conversation around affordability is premature and possibly misleading.  We all understand the issue of 
affordability but the type of development being proposed is not what families are looking for in Queen’s Park, nor 
does it reflect Council’s expectations of the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area. 
 
Respectfully submitted 
Gary Boychuk  
512 4th Street, New Westminster. 
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From: Mike Rickaby
To: pinpost@newwestcity.ca
Subject: RE: APC Meeting Sept 17th - 515 4th Street 6:30 PM CITY COUNCIL CHAMBERS
Date: Wednesday, September 11, 2019 7:04:07 PM

As a long time resident of New Westminster, I totally disagree with the Heritage Revitalization

Proposal for 515 4th St. in New West.

I plan to attend the meeting on Sept 17th to express my utter dissatisfaction with the short
sightedness of  New West City Council.
Please allow me sufficient time to voice my thoughts.
Yours truly,
Mike Rickaby
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From: Boychuk, Conrad
To: Samantha Bohmert
Cc: External-Post Master - Pln
Subject: RE: Letter to the Advisory Planning Commission regarding 515 4th Street
Date: Friday, September 13, 2019 9:31:33 AM
Attachments: 2019_09_13_APC_Gary Boychuk_AMENDED.pdf

Good morning Samantha:
I am not sure if you were the person I was talking to this morning but I need to amend my letter to
the APC – I was using some outdated info based on the submission by the proponent to both the
Queen’s Park Residents Association and the Community Heritage Commission. Please replace
yesterday’s letter with the attached.
Thank you.
Gary Boychuk

From: Samantha Bohmert [mailto:sbohmert@newwestcity.ca] 
Sent: Friday, September 13, 2019 8:05 AM
To: Boychuk, Conrad 
Subject: RE: Letter to the Advisory Planning Commission regarding 515 4th Street
Good morning,
Thank you for your comments. A copy will be provided to the APC and the project manager on staff.
Best,
Samantha Bohmert | Planning Assistant
T 604.515.3791 |  City of New Westminster

From: Boychuk, Conrad <Conrad.Boychuk@hdrinc.com> 
Sent: Thursday, September 12, 2019 10:13 AM
To: External-Post Master - Pln <plnpost@newwestcity.ca>
Subject: Letter to the Advisory Planning Commission regarding 515 4th Street
Good morning;
Please find attached my letter to the Advisory Planning Commission for the meeting of September

17th. I will also be speaking at the meeting and will provide a copy of my PowerPoint at least 24
hours beforehand.
Please let me know if you require any additional information.
Best regards
Gary Boychuk

 4th Street
New Westminster
Gary-Conrad Boychuk, Architect UIA S+L, FRAIC, IAKS

Senior Advisor – Venue Development

HDR Architecture Associates, Inc.
500 – 1500 West Georgia Street
Vancouver, BC V6G 2Z6
D 604.687.1898 M 604 996 6229
conrad.boychuk@hdrinc.com
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Corporation of the City of New Westminster September 13, 2019 


Advisory Planning Commission 
 


Subject:   515 Fourth Street: Heritage Revitalization Agreement Application HER00716 
 


Commission Members: 
 


I have reviewed the current proposal for 515 Fourth Street and have a number of comments.  I attended the 
Community Heritage Commission meeting of May 1 as well as the presentation by the developer to the Queens 
Park Resident’s Association.  On September 4 I met with the Planning Department to confirm basic information.   
 


I would first like to restate the City’s own applicable Zoning Bylaw.  
 


313 Single Detached Residential District (Queen’s Park) (RS-4) 
The intent of this district is to support the objectives of the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area, 
designated in the Official Community Plan.  This district provides additional density for lots developed 
with Queen’s Park Advanced Category Houses, the preservation of which makes a significant 
contribution to the heritage value of the conservation area.  This district allows single detached 
dwellings, secondary suites, and detached accessory dwellings in the Queen’s Park neighbourhood. 


 


313      .2 Single Detached Residential Districts RS – 4 Regulations 
 Development of lots zoned RS-4 shall comply with the regulations and requirements of the Single 


Detached Residential Dwelling District (RS-1) except that in the case of a lot on which a Queen’s Park 
Advanced Category House is located: 


 


(a) the maximum floor space ratio is 0.7;  
 


In reviewing all of the material available I have the following observations and comments: 
 


1. Ownership 
The proposal combines a primary residence and detached accessory dwelling unit.  The primary building 
however has been expanded significantly and converted to a duplex with one unit above the other.  This 
“Heritage Duplex” will have separate owners.  The detached accessory dwelling unit or Infill House will 
also have a separate owner.  As a result there will be three owners on a single lot of 6,044 square feet.  
This contradicts the City’s position (confirmed at my meeting on September 4) that ancillary or infill 
buildings cannot have a separate ownership from the primary building. 
 


This initiative is for one reason only – to maximize the amount of saleable square footage “product” 
clustered onto a single property allowing the proponent to walk away from the development once it is 
sold.  There is a problematic question as to how the three unit-owners can deal with this arrangement. 
 


2. Floor Space Ratio and Site Planning 
The Zoning Bylaw clearly indicates a maximum FSR of 0.7 so this proposal contravenes the zoning 
regulations.  The current proposal, revised from the one presented to the Community Heritage 
Commission identifies an FSR of 0.8.  I assume that an FSR of 0.7 reflects some community or heritage 
benefit and increasing it to 0.8 suggests something very special.  The current developer-driven FSR is 
achieved by: 
 moving the Rankin House towards 4th Street resulting in a front yard of 10 feet versus a zoning 


minimum of 19 feet, 
 expanding the sides and rear of the Rankin House resulting in a total gross area of 3,614 ft2, 
 adding an infill house behind the Rankin House with a total gross area of 1,189 ft2, 
 providing parking for only two living units – an example of site-cramming,  
 providing absolute minimum areas for designated outdoor space – a further example of site-


cramming. 
The suggestion in the Planning Department documentation that “This meets the intent of the of the City’s 
family friendly housing policy” is questionable.  This policy is not merely about the number of bedrooms 
provided but the overall quality of indoor and outdoor life for those residents.  Private green space is an 
appropriate expectation total compromised in this proposal.   
 







3. Community or Heritage Benefit 
From the material provided by the proponent there is only one initiative for improving the heritage 
character of the Rankin House and that is the removal of the existing aluminium siding.  This is a weak 
rationale for any kind of bonus to the proponent.  Most purchasers of a heritage home would immediately 
consider the removal of non-original cladding, just as I did with my 1909 home decades ago.  It should be 
understood that the proponent would have no option but to remove the aluminium siding as part of any 
expansion because you simply cannot, nor would you want to purchase additional outdated material to 
clad the addition(s).  The removal of the aluminium siding is a benefit to both the builder and the 
community, but not one that should entitle the proponent to an FSR bonus to even 0.7 let alone 0.8. 
 
The Notice Card informing the neighbourhood of the Advisory Planning Commission Meeting states that 
“As part of this application, the existing heritage house would be restored and legally protected through 
a Heritage Designation Bylaw”.  The expansion and conversion of the Rankin House from a single-family 
dwelling to a duplex cannot be considered a restoration or worthy of “legal protection”.    
 


4. Precedence 
The most disturbing thing about this application is the potential setting of precedents that go well beyond 
anyone’s expectations of the new Queen’s Park Heritage Conversation Area: 
 The ownership model being proposed by the proponent is problematic.  Strata title is inappropriate 


for this size of lot and will only create conflict down the road for the owners.  Dividing a single home 
into an up/down duplex is additionally troubling in terms of the precedent it would set throughout 
Queen’s Park. 


 Disregarding well-established FSR targets, especially for questionable heritage value, is a move that 
would attract more developers into Queen’s Park and result in fewer homes being sold to individuals 
who are interested in improving the house and making it their family home.  This is exactly what we 
are seeing with the current proposal. 


 Zoning regulations could become less effective.  The Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area allows 
initiatives that can sidestep or get around the intent of the Zoning Bylaws.  This means that developers 
could target Queen’s Park versus other parts of the City because regulations are more “fluid”. 


 
I am an architect and for the past 42 years have been a resident of Queen’s Park.  When the City first started 
discussions on the Queen’s Park Heritage Conversation Area I was supportive and attended all of the public 
sessions.  I came away from those meetings with an understanding of the vision and intent.  I see this reflected in 
the formal documentation of the Conservation Area but totally missing in EVERY aspect of the proposal for 515 
Fourth Street.  This proposal is only testing how much space a developer can build and sell on a single parcel of 
land.  In the process reasonable and well-tested FSRs, front-yard setbacks, appropriate parking accommodation, 
and understandings between the City and the residents of Queen’s Park have been totally disregarded.  This is a 
clear example of uninhibited site-stuffing disregarding the intent of both the Zoning Bylaw and the Queen’s Park 
Heritage Conversation Area guidelines.  The unfortunate outcome of this proposal is that a very attractive home is 
now converted to a number of units that will only act as interim residences while the families look for better and 
larger accommodation – ironically something possibly the size and style of the existing Rankin House. 
 


Reference has been made to making Queen’s Park more affordable.  This is achievable within the guidelines of the 
Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area.  Until this proponent can commit to an actual selling price any 
conversation around affordability is premature and possibly misleading.  We all understand the issue of 
affordability but the type of development being proposed is not what families are looking for in Queen’s Park, nor 
does it reflect Council’s expectations of the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area. 
 
Respectfully submitted 
Gary Boychuk  
512 4th Street, New Westminster. 







From: Boychuk, Conrad
To: Samantha Bohmert
Subject: RE: Letter to the Advisory Planning Commission regarding 515 4th Street
Date: Friday, September 13, 2019 9:37:36 AM

Thanks
Much appreciated.

From: Samantha Bohmert [mailto:sbohmert@newwestcity.ca] 
Sent: Friday, September 13, 2019 9:36 AM
To: Boychuk, Conrad 
Cc: External-Post Master - Pln 
Subject: RE: Letter to the Advisory Planning Commission regarding 515 4th Street
Hi Gary,
Yes, that was me. I have received your updated task and will direct my colleague, who is managing
the APC agenda, to use this recent version of the letter.
Best,
Samantha Bohmert | Planning Assistant
T 604.515.3791 |  City of New Westminster

From: Boychuk, Conrad <Conrad.Boychuk@hdrinc.com> 
Sent: Friday, September 13, 2019 9:31 AM
To: Samantha Bohmert <sbohmert@newwestcity.ca>
Cc: External-Post Master - Pln <plnpost@newwestcity.ca>
Subject: RE: Letter to the Advisory Planning Commission regarding 515 4th Street
Good morning Samantha:
I am not sure if you were the person I was talking to this morning but I need to amend my letter to
the APC – I was using some outdated info based on the submission by the proponent to both the
Queen’s Park Residents Association and the Community Heritage Commission. Please replace
yesterday’s letter with the attached.
Thank you.
Gary Boychuk

From: Samantha Bohmert [mailto:sbohmert@newwestcity.ca] 
Sent: Friday, September 13, 2019 8:05 AM
To: Boychuk, Conrad <Conrad.Boychuk@hdrinc.com>
Subject: RE: Letter to the Advisory Planning Commission regarding 515 4th Street
Good morning,
Thank you for your comments. A copy will be provided to the APC and the project manager on staff.
Best,
Samantha Bohmert | Planning Assistant
T 604.515.3791 |  City of New Westminster

From: Boychuk, Conrad <Conrad.Boychuk@hdrinc.com> 
Sent: Thursday, September 12, 2019 10:13 AM
To: External-Post Master - Pln <plnpost@newwestcity.ca>
Subject: Letter to the Advisory Planning Commission regarding 515 4th Street
Good morning;
Please find attached my letter to the Advisory Planning Commission for the meeting of September

th
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17 . I will also be speaking at the meeting and will provide a copy of my PowerPoint at least 24
hours beforehand.
Please let me know if you require any additional information.
Best regards
Gary Boychuk

 4th Street
New Westminster
Gary-Conrad Boychuk, Architect UIA S+L, FRAIC, IAKS

Senior Advisor – Venue Development

HDR Architecture Associates, Inc.
500 – 1500 West Georgia Street
Vancouver, BC V6G 2Z6
D 604.687.1898 M 604 996 6229
conrad.boychuk@hdrinc.com
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1

Priya Bal

To: Gillian Day
Subject: RE: APC Meeting Sept 17th - 515 4th Street

From:  > On Behalf Of Queens Park Residents' Association 
Sent: Monday, September 16, 2019 5:12 PM 
To: External‐Clerks <Clerks@newwestcity.ca> 
Subject: Fwd: APC Meeting Sept 17th ‐ 515 4th Street 

Good Afternoon, 
I am forwarding this on behalf of Judith Berlin. 
She was not sure if her original attempt to send her letter the the city was successful so she asked me to do it. 
I apologize if it has already been sent to to. 

Kathleen Langstroth 

---------- Forwarded message --------- 
From: J Berlin  
Date: Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 2:19 PM 
Subject: Re: APC Meeting Sept 17th - 515 4th Street 
To: <qpra.newwest@gmail.com> 
Cc: <pinpost@newwestcity.ca> 

Dear QPRA and Advisory Planning Commission, 
  If heritage includes land and views and airflow,  I see no reason to ‘relax’ the regulations on this site. 
     At present, the 515 home, as with other Queens Park corner lot homes,  sits graciously on the land it was 
built upon. This may not be obvious, because this lot lacks landscaping.    
    I hope the City sees fit to keep as much heritage land and views and airflow as possible at that corner. This 
would seem to be most in keeping with the inherited values surrounding Queens Park. Otherwise, we could 
open the floodgates to more and more ‘relaxation’ and increasingly larger infill structures.    
We could lose ambience by bending rules to the breaking point, in order to accommodate owners’ quallifying 
for heritage. 
The challenge is: How do we open our arms to new residents while retaining the beauty and tranquility we 
value? 
Yours truly, 
Judith Berlin,  apartment rental resident, Queens Park area 
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November 9, 2019 

Attention:  

APC – pinpost@newwestcity.ca 

Mayor and Council - clerks@newwestcity.ca 

Re: 515 4th Street Opposition (3 stratified properties) 

To whom it may Concern 

My wife and I have lived at  4th Street and raised our family here for the last 25 years. Councilor Puchmeyer 
would remember the horrible infill house that was allowed next door to our house over 20 years ago, similarly 
requesting and getting granted 5 variances. What an eyesore this infill house was and our parking in front of our 
home has been challenged ever since. Numerous councilors of the day commented after the fact, that they wished 
they had not voted in favor of this development. We had demonstrations, petitions with hundred of signatures and 
only one councilor objected to this development. I guess this would be called minor densification but having two 
families living now on this one property has changed the dynamics of our block. 

At the time the city planner told us that there was no proof that a development with an infill could negatively 
impact the value on our home, however BC assessment back in the day gave us a letter stating our property was 
devalued by a significant sum (they named the value) and stated it was a direct result of the infill housing being 
allowed. Mayor and Council of the day were shocked when after the infill development was completed, we 
presented the letter from BC assessment and an invoice from our family for that amount at a council meeting. 

To this day, people walking by and ask how could council have allowed this project to go ahead? We can’t answer 
that? The grief, the pain, the lack of council listening to so many impacted neighbors took its toll on our family and 
numerous neighbors for many years. 

The development at 515 Fourth Street is even worse! 3 stratified properties, will created an eyesore for neighbors. 
Parking without a doubt will be horrific in that neighborhood. Queens Park is a gem and is very unique in the lower 
mainland. To ignore the HCA and impact the streetscapes so negatively is the wrong decision to make. Why have 
guidelines as a city if you are willing to grant 5 exceptions to guidelines? This if allowed would be densification on 
steroids, if you will! 

 Our family just spent a large sum to have our windows replaced and used the guidelines and put in wood frame 
windows to maintain the streetscape and the integrity of our 1931 home. Please do not have double standards. 

We are adamantly opposed to this project going forward as presented. Please reject this project as presented. 
Some consideration might be given to creating a duplex, in the existing house providing streetscapes remain un 
effected. 

Sincerely, 

Brad and Teresa Clarke 

 4th Street, New West, BC V3L 2V4 
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